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ABSTRACT 

This study evaluates the relative empirical performance oftwo weighted 

monetary aggregation methods and the simple sum method.In particular,the 

performance ofmonetary aggregates constructed by currency equivalent(CE)and 

Divisia(D)indices is compared relative to each other and relative to their simple sum 

(SS)counterparts. The empirical performance is measured by the ability ofthese 

aggregatesto explain fluctuations in real output,nominal output,and prices. Further, 

their ability to predict changes in output and prices is evaluated and compared to the 

predictions ofthe standard macroeconomictheory. This is the first study to 

comprehensively evaluate all the aggregation methods across the conventional four 

levels ofmonetary aggregation(Ml through L). 

Multivariatetime series techniques,in particular vector autoregression(VAR) 

and vector error correction(VEC)models are used. Several VAR and VEC models are 

constructed and estimated to provide evidence on the empirical differences between 

CE,D,and SS aggregates.Dynamic simulations ofthe systems(using impulse 

response functions,IRFs,and forecast error variance decompositions,FEYDs)suggest 

thatthere are important differences between the performance ofCE,D,and SS 

monetary aggregates in empirical applications. Atthe Ml level ofmonetary 

aggregation,results here indicate thatthe behavior ofCE,D,and SS aggregates is 

sirnilar and consistently weak. At broader levels ofmonetary aggregation,the 

empirical differences between CE,D,and SS aggregates are more pronounced,in 

IV 



particular between CE andD aggregates.Evidence fromIRFs and FEVDsindicates 

that currency equivalent aggregates are notably less informative about changes in 

either real or nominaleconomic activity, relative to Divisia aggregates. This evidence 

suggests thatCE aggregates are less useful in applied work as a measure ofmoney, 

and therefore a less useful policy tool thanD aggregates. Similar conclusion is drawn 

when comparing currency equivalent aggregates against simple sum counterparts. 

Furthermore,the empirical evidence presented in this study shows a close similarity in 

the behavior ofD and SS aggregates in predicting real and nominal economic activity. 
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CHAPTERONE 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

Money plays a key role in most macroeconomic and monetary models.Debates 

on the nature ofthis role dominate much ofthe macroeconomic literature. 

Macroeconomiststry to understand the impactofmoney on economic activity 

measures such as output and inflation. In this literature,a key assumption is thatthere 

is a stable money demand function and a predictable velocity ofmoney.Based on this 

assumption, many empirical models were developed to evaluatethe usefulness of 

money as an indicator ofeconomic activity. These models use the official simplesum 

monetary aggregates. Until20 years ago,these aggregates were a viable monetarytool 

to monetary authorities, in terms oftheir ability to meetthe desired monetary targets. 

In the pasttwo decades,the fast pace offinancial innovation and market 

deregulation has led tothe introduction ofa wide range ofmonetary assets. These 

assets have a mixture oftransactions and a store ofvalue attributes and,therefore, 

have different'moneyness'. Simple sum aggregation method,which assigns equal 

weights ofone to each monetary asset being aggregated regardless ofits degree of 

liquidity, is unable to capturethe correct monetary services provided by these new less 

liquid assets. The result wasa breakdown and instability ofthe empirical monetary 

relationships. Therefore,simple sum monetary aggregates losttheir role as a viable 

policy tool to moderate business cycles and predict changes in the economic activity 



(see for exampleDeLong and Summers,1988;Friedman and Kuttner, 1992, 1993). 

Thus,many developed economies'central banks abandoned using money as an 

indicator orintermediate target.For example,in the United States(U.S),the Federal 

Reserve System(Fed)has stopped all targets based on monetary aggregates as ofJuly 

1993(Belongia, 1996a).In the United Kingdom(U.K),the Bank ofEngland 

abandoned targeting money in 1985(Chrystal and MacDonald,1994, p.80). 

Economists have long recognized the flaw and the inconsistency ofthe simple 

sum aggregation scheme.Irving Fisher(1922)considers the simple sum indices as 

"the very worst ofindex numbers[p.24]...[and they]should not be used under any 

circumstance[p.361]".On a theoretical basis this approach, which gives equal weight 

ofone to each component asset,is valid only ifthe component assets included are 

perfect substitutes. This meansthat notes and coins are assumed to provide the same 

transactions or liquidity services as interest-bearing deposits such astime deposits or 

savings deposits within the broad monetary aggregates.Notes and coins are non-

interest-bearing assets and can be considered as pure media ofexchange,whereas 

interest-bearing components possess a mixture oftransactions and a store ofvalue 

characteristics varying from assetto asset and overtime. It is evident that the different 

componentsincluded in the broad monetary aggregates are, in general,imperfect 

substitutes, and differ in their transaction services or'moneyness',respectively. 

Simple sum index,which implicitly assumes that all assets are perfect substitutes, 

becomesless valid measure ofmoney the more heterogeneous are the assets being 



aggregated. Therefore, the need arises to consider more appropriate measures of 

money when having this heterogeneity across assets. 

To derive optimal monetary aggregates, which could,in principle, capture the 

transactions services yielded by a wide range offinancial assets, each asset to be 

included in the aggregate should be weighted according to the degree ofmonetary 

services it provides. The seminal work byBarnett(1980)initiated a series ofstudies 

using weighted aggregation methodsin constructing monetary aggregates.Two 

weighted monetary aggregation methods are ofparticular importance in this research: 

the Divisia(D)index suggested by Barnett(1980),and the Currency-Equivalent(CE) 

index derived by Rotemberg,Driscoll,and Poterba(1995).The theoretical derivation 

and the specific properties ofthese indices will be discussed in the literature review 

chapter.Both ofthese aggregation methods suggest using a theoretical approach to 

aggregation based on microeconomic theory and index number theory.In these 

methods,optimal weightsfor different component assets are assigned according to the 

degree oftheir transactions or liquidity services. This is in contrastto simple sum 

aggregates, which assign equal weights to all assets,implicitly treating all assets as 

perfect substitutes. The weights depend jointly onthe quantities and prices(user costs) 

ofthe assets included in the aggregate. The resulting weighted monetary aggregates 

should provide a more valid measure ofmonetary services in the economy.Further, 

they should be more closely related tothe final spending in the economy than are the 

conventional monetary aggregates. 



Atthis point it is worth mentioning that there aretwo basic differences between 

CE andD index numbersin monetary aggregation. First,the Divisia index measures 

theflow ofmonetary services provided during a certain period oftime,while CE 

measuresthe stock ofcurrency that yields the same transactions services asthe entire 

constellation ofmonetary assets. The second difference is thatthe weighting schemes 

ofcomponent assets included are differentfor each index. Therefore,the monetary 

aggregates constructed by using these indexes are differentfrom each other and from 

the traditional simple sum monetary aggregates. 

Theoretically,the superiority ofweighted monetary aggregatesto measure the 

economy's quantity ofmoney over simplesum aggregates has been established(see, 

for example,Bamett,1980;Bamett,Fisher, and Serletis, 1992;Rotemberg,Driscoll, 

and Poterba, 1995).These monetary aggregates are admissible aggregates on index-

theoretic grounds,while simple sum aggregates are not.However,no general 

agreement on the empirical superiority(which could be evaluated by different 

performance criteria such as the information content, and the powerto predict 

movementin economic activity)has been reached yet. This provides one explanation 

for the continued use ofsimple sum aggregates in empirical research and policy 

discussions. Another reason is the difficulty obtaining the data required to construct 

weighted monetary aggregates. Constructing weighted aggregates requires getting data 

on both asset quantities and user costs. These data are usually not accessible by non-

central bankers in most countries. 



The next section presents the main objectives and contributions ofthe proposed 

research. 

1.2 Objectives ofthe Research 

The main focus ofthis research is to empirically evaluatethe relative 

performance ofthe weighted monetary aggregates(currency equivalent, denoted CE 

and Divisia, denoted D)and simple sum(SS)monetary aggregatesin explaining 

economic activity. The evaluation is conducted acrossthefour levels ofmonetary 

aggregation(Ml through L).The relative empirical performance ofCE aggregates 

againstD and SS aggregates would be ofparticular importance because empirical 

evidence on this is lacking in current literature. To accomplish this objective, 

multivariate time series techniques are used to determine the viability ofusing any 

monetary aggregate as a monetary policy variable. 

The theoreticaljustification for the use ofweighted monetary aggregates(D and 

CE)has been rigorously established. Butthe empirical evidence on their performance 

againstthe SS aggregates is inconclusive(see,for example,Rotemberg,Driscoll, and 

Poterba, 1995,and Chrystal and MacDonald, 1994).In the last20 years, many 

empirical studies have been conducted to evaluate the empirical performance of 

weighted monetary aggregates against simple sum aggregates. The third section of 

chaptertwo will discuss further the available empirical evidence. Mostofthese studies 

evaluate Divisia aggregates against their SS counterparts.In contrast,few studies exist 

that evaluate the empirical performance ofCE aggregates relative to the simple sum or 



Divisia aggregates. Further,these studies do not evaluatethe CE aggregates atthe four 

levels ofaggregation(from narrow Ml asset groupings to the broadL aggregate)that 

are consistent with the standard simple sum aggregation levels. A major contribution 

from the proposed research is to provide much needed empirical evidence on the 

relative performance ofweighted monetary aggregates, particularly CE aggregates 

versusD aggregates, atthefour levels ofmonetary aggregation. The evaluation will be 

conducted under various performance criteria. Evaluating these aggregates,atthefour 

levels ofaggregation,gives usthe opportunity to comparethe strength ofthe 

relationship between the respective aggregates and economic activity. Such 

information will be valuable both to policy makers and researchers interested in the 

monetary-macro relationships in the economy. 

Furthermore,multivariatetime series techniques have not been fully utilized in 

the previous studies. Many studies provided evidence from Granger-causality tests, 

but do not provide any evidence from tools such as impulse response functions and 

forecast error variance decompositions within the frameworks ofVector 

Autoregression(VAR)and VectorError Correction(VEC)models. These techniques 

provide a suitable meansto evaluate the relative performance ofmonetary aggregates 

(measured by CE,D,and SS schemes)in terms oftheir impacts onthe economic 

activity and to determine ifany ofthese monetary aggregates could be used as a viable 

monetary indicator or intermediate target. Onthe other hand. Granger causality tests 

do not provide such means. 



Multivariate time series procedures will be used to assess the empirical 

usefulness ofthe different monetary aggregates using innovation accounting method. 

Two main tools are used to analyze innovation accounting: impulse response functions 

(IRFs),and forecast error variance decompositions(FEVDs).The first describes the 

overtime response ofa variable(e.g.,real GNP)in the system to aone time shock in 

another variable(money). The second tool measuresthe ability ofa variable to explain 

the movementsin another variable in the system at differenttime horizons. These 

tools provide a vehicle to comparethe magnitude and the strength ofthe impact of 

money on the economic activity.For example,IRFs can show whether money hasa 

temporary or permanent effect on output.TheFEVDscan be used to comparethe 

ability ofmoney,measured by the different aggregation methods,to explain future 

changes in output. 

The remainder ofthis research proceeds as follows. ChapterTwo provides the 

theoretical foundation ofthe different measures ofmoney(that is,the CE,D,and SS) 

and surveys a sample ofthe available empirical evidence on the performance ofthe 

weighted monetary aggregates relative simple sum aggregates. Chapter Three contains 

a description ofthe econometric methods and athorough analysis ofthe data included 

in the study. The integration properties, as well as cointegration tests, are provided in 

the chapter. ChapterFour gives a complete analysis ofthe models and the empirical 

results. The last chapter presents summary and general conclusions. 



CHAPTERTWO 

LITERATUREREVIEW 

In the lasttwo decades, differenttheoretic aggregation methods have been 

suggested to construct monetary aggregates. These methods are based on 

microeconomic and index number foundations. This research focuses on two ofthese 

aggregation methods:Divisia(D)and currency equivalent(CE).In this chapterthe 

relevant literature on three areas ofinterest for this research will be discussed. The 

first section presents an overview ofthe theoretical construction oftheD and CE 

aggregation methodsin addition tothe simple sum(SS)method. Section two 

comparesthe specific properties ofD and CE aggregates. The last section surveys a 

sample ofthe existing empirical investigations ofthe performance ofweighted 

monetary aggregates versus simple sum aggregates. 

2.1 Monetary A2gregation Methods 

Currently, most monetary authorities around the world use simple sum 

aggregation method to prepare their monetary aggregates. Unfortunately,this method, 

as long has been recognized,is theoretically inconsistent with microeconomictheory 

and index number theory. The simple sum method is unable to capture the degree of 

moneyness provided by a wide range offinancial assets. Weighted aggregation 

methods have been suggested to construct monetary aggregates. These methods assign 



different weightsto each monetary asset according to the transactions services it 

provides and,therefore, solve the problem inherent in the simple sum method. 

In a seminal paper,William A.Bamett(1980)initiated formaltheoretical 

modeling ofmonetary aggregation based on microeconomic theory and index number 

theory.Two monetary aggregation methods,D and CE,are the focus ofthis research. 

Areview ofthese methodsis provided next in addition to the SS aggregation method. 

2.1.1 SimpleSum Aggregation 

In this method,monetary aggregates are constructed by the simple summation of 

their various component assets. That is, ifwe havethe stock ofn monetary assets 

(mi, the nominal stock ofthe simple sum aggregate(SSMj)is given by the 

following index: 

SSM.=^^m, ...(2.1) 
1=1 

The SS aggregation method is consistent with the quantity theory ofmoney 

where money was narrowly defined and its main function is for transaction purposes. 

Empirical measures ofmoney stock have tried to include those assets which can be 

used directly in transactions(currency and demand deposits)and what could not be 

used directly to facilitate transactions was excluded. The problem ofourtime is that 

there is a whole range ofmonetary assets which can be used for transactions also yield 

an interest rate and could,thus,be chosen as a store ofwealth as well. 



In the SS aggregation method,the monetary aggregates are obtained by adding 

dollar-for-dollar quantities ofvarious monetary assets. As indicated previously,this 

implicitly assumesthatthose assets are regarded perfect substitutes(infinite 

elasticities ofsubstitution). Ifthe monetary assets are perfect substitutes,then the 

optimizing agent should be observed choosing a comer solution and hold only one 

monetary asset in equilibrium:the asset with the lowest user cost(price). This asset 

holding behavior is both counterintuitive and counterfactual. 

Atthe narrowestlevel ofaggregation, where monetary assets are homogenous 

(such as currency and demand deposits)SS aggregation method may be an appropriate 

empirical measure ofmoney.However,given the asset heterogeneity in broader 

aggregates,the SS method clearly is not appropriate. At broad levels ofaggregation, 

the heterogeneous component assets do not have the same degree ofsubstitutability 

and liquidity, some are clearly less liquid than currency and demand deposits. 

Therefore,the perfect substitutability condition is more seriously violated. Simplesum 

aggregates become increasingly distorted at broad levels ofaggregation.From a 

micro-foundation perspective, only perfect substitutes can be combined as a single 

commodity. According to Chrystal and MacDonald(1994,p.75),there is an 

overwhelming body ofevidence showing that monetary assets are not perfect 

substitutes and thatthere is a low degree ofsubstitutability between some ofthese 

assets(see for example: Gauger, 1992).Hence,the simple summation ofvarious asset 

components ofthe aggregates does not accord with microeconomic theory or 

statistical index number theory. 

10 



To overcomethe deficiency ofthe simple sum aggregation method,weighted 

monetary aggregation methods have been suggested. These methods utilize 

microeconomic theory and index numbertheory to construct monetary aggregates. 

Two such methods(D and CE)are examined below. 

2.1.2 Weighted Aggregation Methods 

Consistent with Barnett's(1980)proposal, superlative'(see: Diewert,1976,1978) 

monetary aggregation methods have been developed that are consistent with index 

number theory and microeconomic theory(see:Barnett, 1981, 1990and Belongia, 

1995). Monetary aggregates constructed using these methods should,in principle, 

capturethe transaction services provided by a wide range offinancial assetsto be 

included in the aggregate. These aggregation methods define money as a monetary 

quantity index. As noted by Barnett, under this approach,aggregates are measured in 

terms ofthe fiow ofmonetary services provided by their component assets. This flow 

ofmonetary services is determined by weighting the quantity ofeach component asset 

with its unique user cost, which depends on its degree ofliquidity. 

Twoindices will be the focus ofthis research: the(Tomqvist-Theil)Divisia 

index advocated by Barnett(1980),and the Currency-Equivalent index proposed by 

Rotemberg,Driscoll, and Poterba(1995).^ The attraction ofboth ofthese indices in 

'Anindex is said to be superlative ifit is exactto a second order approximationfor someunknown 
aggregatorfunction.In other words,ittracks the aggregatorfunction,evaluated atoptimum,without 
error. 

^ Divisiaindex is exactin continuous times;Tomqvist-Theil(hereafter referred to as Divisia)is the 
discrete-time approximation to Divisia. 

11 



constructing monetary aggregates is thatthey internalize the substitution effects 

between componentsofa potential monetary aggregate and,thus, solve the problem of 

composition changes(i.e., movementofdeposits from non-interest bearing to interest 

bearing deposits). However,these indices do notthemselves guarantee the weak 

separability ofany chosen monetary aggregate from non-monetary assets in the utility 

function,butthey do approximate optimal aggregatorfunctionsfor those collections 

ofmonetary assets which have been found"admissible" on separability grounds 

(Belongia and Chalfant, 1989).^ 

The theoretical case for weighted monetary aggregates is overwhelming,given 

the strong foundation in microeconomic and index number theory. However,the 

empirical performance is less clear cut. The weighted aggregates do notshow a clear 

superiority over the flawed simple sum aggregates in empirical applications. Section 

three below will provide a survey ofthe existing empirical evidence on the 

performance ofthe weighted monetary aggregates. 

DivisiaIndex 

The Divisia(D)aggregation method treats money as a durable commodity held 

for theflow ofutility it generates in the form ofmonetary services. The aim ofthe 

Divisia monetary index is to construct a quantity index number ofmonetary services, 

which could capture the transactions services yielded by the different financial assets. 

^ The construction ofCEandD monetary aggregates assumes that monetary assets are separablefrom 
other goodsin the utility function. This assirmption is discussed furtherin die next section. 

12 
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Each financial asset included is assigned a unique weight depending on its degree of 

liquidity. 

Bamett(1980)illustrates the microeconomic derivation ofthe Divisia index 

monetary aggregates.He utilizes the principles ofmicroeconomictheory and index 

numbertheory to derive monetary aggregates that are consistent with an economic 

agent's utility maximization problem.Barnett assumes that,in each period,the 

representative consumer maximizes an intertemporal utility function over a finite 

planning horizon ofTperiods. The consumer's intertemporal utility function in any 

period, t, is; 

Ut(mt,...,m,+T; qt,-.qt+T;At+r) ...(2.2) 

where for all periods {t,t+l,...,t+T}, 

Mt=(mit,....ninf) is a vector ofreal stock ofn monetary assets, 

qt=(qit, -,qk() is a vector of quantities ofk non-monetary goods and services, 

and 

At+T is the real stock ofa benchmark financial asset, held in the final period of 

the plaiming horizon, at date t+T. 

Bamettassumes thatthe intertemporal utility function, w,is weakly separable in 

current period's consumption ofgoods and monetary assets.'* For a given period,this 

assumption allows the utility function to be expressed in the following form: 

UtU(fni), ntt+i, qt,....qt+x; At+x] •.(2.3) 

"The weak separability condition ofthe utility function is required by aggregation theory."Withoutthe 
appropriate[weak]separabihty conditions,any aggregate is inherently arbitrary and spurious and does 
notdefine an economic variable"(Bamett,1980,p.13). 

13 



Thefunctionf(m^,called a category subutility function, is the monetary services 

aggregatorfunction. It measuresthe amountofcurrent monetary services that the 

consumer receives from holding the monetary assets, nii, m2, m„.Notethat only 

current-period monetary assets are included in the subutility functionf(m^.The weak 

separability assumption in the group ofcurrent period monetary assets implies thatthe 

marginal rate ofsubstitution between anytwo monetary assets is independent ofthe 

quantity ofany non-monetary good.^ 

The weak separability ofthe utility function allowsformulating the consumer's 

decision as atwo-stage budgeting problem.In the first stage,the consumer choosesthe 

optimal total expendituresfor the broad categories, monetary assets(nti), and non-

monetary goods and services(^(1. In the second stage,the consumer determines 

specific holdings within each broad category based on the individual opportunity costs 

(prices)conditional on the total outlay selected in the first stage. For monetary assets, 

the consumer maximizesthe subutility or aggregatorfunctionf(m^ and choosesthe 

optimal quantities ofthe individual current-period monetary assets. These optimal 

quantities ofthe current-period monetary assets are the solution to thefollowing 

maximization problem: 

Maxf(m^ 

n 

subjectto2 =y, ...(2.4) 
i=I 

du^/dm/ 
/du^/dmj

'Forthe utility function Ut,the weak separability condition implies that =0 for 
% 
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where ku is the current period nominal user cost ofthe monetary asset ^(see: 

Bamett,1978,and Donovan,1978),yt is the total optimal expenditures on monetary 

assets implied bythe solution to the first stage optimization, andf(mt)is the monetary 

services aggregator or whatBamett et al.(1992,p.2095)call it"economic(or 

functional)monetary index".Let mi*,..., m„* denotethe optimal quantities ofcurrent 

period monetary assets chosen bythe consumer.The aggregatorfunctionf(mt*)can be 

regarded as defining a monetary aggregateM,via the following relationship: 

Mt=f(m*, ... , m„*) ...(2.5) 

The major difficulty with this function is thatthe specificform is usually 

unknown.However,Diewert(1976)and Bamett(1980)have established that an 

aggregatorfunction evaluated atthe optimal quantities may be approximated by a 

superlative statistical index number. Continuoustime Divisia quantity indexMf 

provides such an index.'It is given by the following differential equation: 

^ d\og(m,*) 
dt " dt 

where,for i=7,...,« 

monetay assets ot,and mjand qtnon-monetary good. 
r.. \ 

6 The current period nominal user cost ntt is given by: ;r,., =p ,where is a true cost of 

living index, rj, is the nominal holding period yield on the benchmark asset, and is the nominal 
holding period yield on the monetary asset. 

'Fora discussion ofDivisiaindex numbers,see Hulten, 1973. 
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Wf, - —~ 
" n 

s-;-, 
;=i 

represents expenditure share for the monetary asset. 

Equation(2.6)above expresses the growth rate ofthe continuous-time Divisia 

quantity index. It is equalto the share-weighted average ofthe growth rates ofthe 

monetary component quantities. In continuous-time,the Divisia quantity index is exact 

for the unknown monetary quantity aggregate,M,in equation(2.5).^ The exacttracking 

ability ofthe Divisia is an implication ofthe economic theory,not an approximation. As 

expressed in equation(2.6),the Divisia index(unlike the unknown aggregator function 

Mr)is specification and estimation free function. Only quantities and user costs ofthe 

monetary assets are required to its calculation. 

In discrete time,there is no statistical index numberthat is exactfor an arbitrary 

aggregatorfunction.However,Diewert(1976)showsthatthere exists a class of 

statistical index numbers,which he called superlative,that are exactfor second-order 

approximations to unknown economic aggregator functions. One ofthe most 

important superlative index numbers is the Tomqvist-Theil discrete-time 

approximation to Divisia continuous-time quantity index.For monetary aggregation, 

the Tomqvist-Theil monetary quantity index, which hereafter is referred to as Divisia 

index,is defined as follows; 

® Anindex nnmberis said to be exactifit exactly equalto an unknown aggregatorfunction evaluated at 
optimum. 
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 / * N^Cwu+x'.,!-!) 
=M^r-in ...(2.1) 

1=1 

The discrete time Divisia monetary aggregate defined by equation(2.7)is 

consistent with index number theory and is superlative. Diewert(1976)demonstrates 

that this index is exactforthe translog flexible functional form.Furthermore,this 

index provides a second-order approximation to the unknown subutility function/Cwij) 

obtained from the microeconomic optimization. 

Other possible valid index numbers include Fisher Ideal, Laspeyres, and 

Paasche. Bamett advocates the use of Tomqvist-Theil Divisia index due to its 

straightforward interpretation. This can be seen by taking the logarithms of equation 

(2.7),which yields: 

LogM^-LogMZ,=2 (Logiw,,-Logw,. ) ...(2.8) 
1=1 

where +w,. ).Equation(2.8)clearly indicates thatthe growth rate ofthe 

Divisia index is simply a weighted average ofthe growth rates ofcomponent monetary 

assets. 

Currency-EquivalentIndex 

The currency equivalent(CE)index was proposed, but not analyzed in depth,by 

Hutt(1963)and Rotemberg(1991).Rotemberg,Driscoll,and Poterba(1995)provided 

a completetheoretical derivation and analysis ofthe CEindex.In the case ofmonetary 

aggregation,the CEindex is derived from preferences, assuming that they satisfy the 
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separability assumption. A representative consumer is assumed to maximize his 

expected lifetime utility in period t ofthe form: 

U,=E,±l3'«(C,^,Mj -(2.9) 
1=0 

where, 

Ettakes expectations attime t, 

Pis an intertemporal discountfactor, 

C/is consumption ofgoods and services, 

Mtis the aggregate ofmonetary(liquidity)services, and 

u is the instantaneous utility, and it is assumed to be concave in both arguments. 

The aggregate ofliquidity servicesMis given by: 

m„,t,(Xt) ...(2.10) 

where mi,t denotesthe amountofcurrency held at time t, (for i=2,..., n)is the 

amountofmonetary asset i held attime t, and (Xt is a time-varying parameterto 

capture changes in the financial environment,and the changing characteristics and 

liquidity services provided by monetary assets. This parameter would change and 

thereby change the function/if,for example,there is a change in the number of 

checks that can be written on saving accounts. 

Rotemberg et al.(1995)consider three major assumptions imposed on the 

aggregatorfunction/to recoverthe monetary aggregateMt.First,they assume that for 
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every value ofa,/is homogeneous ofdegree one in all its monetary arguments.^ 

Second,they assumethat/is additively separable in currency and other 

monetary assets. Thus,/could be rewritten as: 

f( m„,t,aj=g(mj_t)+h(m2,t ...(2.11) 

This assumption gives a central role to currency because it is possible to obtain any 

level ofliquidity services by holding sufficient currency. Although the inessentiality 

ofother monetary assets might be controversial, it is consistent with the fact that 

circulating media ofexchange appear to predate the introduction ofother liquid assets. 

Finally,they assume that there is a benchmark asset that does not provide monetary 

services and its return betweentime t and t+1 is risk free. Even ifall actual assets 

withoutliquidity had stochastic returns,the analysis would apply. The return onthe 

benchmark asset is rbt and has the following standard property: 

(C,.M,)=0+ )E, ^p"' ^ ...(2.12) 

where Uc is the utility from consumption,Pt measuresthe price ofa unit of 

consumption in terms ofcurrency at date t. Equation(2.12)says that consumers are 

indifferent between their current optimal consumption and higher future consumption 

when they increase their holdings ofthe benchmark asset by reducing current 

consumption and use the proceedsto increase future consumption. 

'IfJW,is not homogeneous ofdegree one in its arguments,the distance functiond{m ,m2j,..., Mi 
can be used.By construction,thisfunction is homogeneous ofdegree onein monetary assets(fora 
discussion,see: Caves,Chiistensen,andDiewert,1982). 
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Monetary assets do not have this property ofthe benchmark asset because 

increasing their stock raises the level ofliquidity services they provide. Therefore,the 

loss in utility from loAvering current consumption is offset by both additional future 

consumption and by an increase in liquidity services. 

The issue at this point is whether optimizing consumers will actually choose to 

hold positive amounts ofcurrency and other monetary assets, or whether they will set 

either currency orthe other monetary assets(in equation 2.11 above)equalto zero. 

This issue arises because equation(2.11)is linear in these two quantities.^" This 

implies that, unless the relative prices ensure thatthe user costs ofcurrency and the 

other monetary assets are equal,the consumer will set one ofthese to zero. Thusthe 

following analysis considers the condition on relative prices that leads consumersto 

hold both currency and other monetary assets in their portfolios. In other words,what 

is the condition required for obtaining an interior solution. 

An interior solution can be obtained ifthe opportunity costin terms offoregone 

consumption ofgetting one more unit ofh other monetary assets is the same as the 

opportunity cost ofgetting one unit ofcurrency. The costofgetting one unit ofh is the 

result ofminimizing: 

Min "Y———m, ...(2.13) 
,=i l+'-i, 

with respectto w,subject to the constraint that h is equal to one. The solution to this 

In microeconomic theory, maxixnizing a linearfunction leadsto a comer solution(i.e., one ofthe 
quantities will be set to zero)unless prices ofthese quantities are equal. 
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minimization problem would be interior only ifthe minimized value of(2.13)is equal 

to the cost ofholding one unit ofcurrency; namely,rb/(I+rb()- Forthis equality to be 

satisfied, interest rate differentials would have to change iftastes change(as would 

occur ifthe liquidity services ofall monetary assets otherthan currency increase).If 

the interest rate differentials do not change,such a change in tastes would lead 

individuals to choose a comer solution in which either currency orthe other monetary 

assets would be absentfrom their portfolios. The linear stmcture ofthe liquidity 

aggregatorfunction implies thatthe interiority assumption is satisfied only ifinterest 

rates do respond to changes in tastes. 

Given the assumption oflinear homogeneity ofthe aggregatorfunctionM, 

n 

(which implies that f̂,t^u = where is the partial derivative offwith respect 
i=l 

to the i'^ monetary asset),Rotemberg et al.(1995)show that the level ofthe liquidity 

aggregateMf satisfies; 

^CE, ... (2.14) 

where Vbt is the return on the benchmark asset, r,t is the return on asset i, and isthe 

optimal quantity ofasset i. The expression in equation(2.14)defines the CE 

aggregate. The CE aggregate can be interpreted as the stock ofcurrency that yields the 

sametransactions services as the entire constellation ofmonetary assets. Note thatthe 

weight on each asset being aggregated bythe CE index is given by{nt -r,,r)/?'if. This 
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comparesto the Divisia weight,which is given by expenditures on asset i relative to 

expenditures on all monetary assets: 

J=1 

The derivation ofthe CEfocuses onthe level ofliquidity held by an individual. 

Because(2.14)is linear in individual asset holdings,thesum oftheM held by all 

individuals is simply(2.14)applied to aggregate asset holdings. Thus,CE provides an 

accurate measure ofthe sum ofthe individualM even ifthe aggregatorfunction/ 

differs for different individuals. 

Bamett(1991)developed an interesting interpretation ofthe CE aggregate.He 

showed that,underthe assumption ofstatic expectations,CE equals the discounted 

present value ofexpenditures on the services ofthe monetary assets. These 

expenditures can be measured using the Divisia index. The user-cost evaluated 

nominal expenditures on the services ofthe n component monetary assets in period t 

n 

equal to . Under static expectations assumption,Bamettshowsthatthe 
1=1 

present value ofthese expenditures equalto what he calls"Economic Stockof 

Money",which equals the CE aggregate. 

2.2Properties ofCurrency-Equivalentand Divisia Aggregation Methods 

TheCE aggregates have the attractive property that monetary assets that do not 

pay interest, such as currency, are added together with weights ofunity. Other interest-

yielding monetary assets are added with weights between zero and one,with higher 
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yield assets receiving lower weights. This makes intuitive sense,because these 

monetary assets with higher returns typically provide smaller liquidity services. 

The CEindex requires stronger assumptions than the Divisia on the aggregator 

functionf. For the Divisia index,/is assumed to be weakly separable and 

homogeneous ofdegree one for a constant a. The CE requires an additional 

assumption on/ namely,that currency be separable from other assets(as in equation 

2.11 above).In part, because ofthis stronger assumption,the CE aggregates can 

overtly accountforthe changes in the financial environment and the liquidity 

characteristics ofassets(a).To seethe effect ofchanges in(X, totally differentiate 

equation(2.10)and obtain: 

=Z +fcctdcc, ...(2.15) 
1=1 

where/,and/^t arethe partial derivative off with respectto monetary asset i and a 

respectively.Equation(2.15)implies that: 

dM, ('ir-'-.rK dm., da, 

The firstterm on the right hand side ofequation(2.16)is the Divisia index,which, 

obviously,equals the change inM/only in periods when(X does not change.By 

contrast,the CE aggregate incorporates changes in(X when they occur. 

These changes in the financial environment and the liquidity characteristics of 

monetary assets, which are captured by a,constitute one ofthe mostimportant 
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challenges ofthe monetary aggregation, because the characteristics ofavailable 

monetary assets change constantly. For example,when charges on checks written on 

NOW accounts were eliminated,their liquidity properties changed,and therefore their 

respective/,changed.Divisia aggregates assume that, as long as asset holdings do not 

change,the utility provided by asset remainsimmutable.The CE aggregate deals with 

changes in asset characteristics by incorporating the idea that for asset holdings notto 

change,ffbt- rt^/rbt must rise as much as/. The CE aggregate interprets increases in 

(fbt- f'i()/rbt with an unchanged asset stock as an increase in the assets' liquidity 

services. As a consequence,these changes in interest rates imply that CE changes even 

when asset holdings do notchange. 

The ability ofthe CEto deal with changes in a also facilitates comparisons of 

money holdings across individuals, states, and countries. Different countries have 

different financial institutions. Therefore their monetary aggregates surely are 

different in terms oftheir liquidity characteristics, which CE can capture. 

Another advantage ofthe CE is that monetary aggregates can,in principle, be 

calculated with observations at single point in time since CE measures levels, as does 

SS.By contrast,Divisia aggregates measure changes,and thus require the use ofthe 

discrete observations that are available to approximate the time derivatives ofasset 

holdings. The quality ofthis approximation depends on the frequency ofasset 

measurement. 

This is notto suggestthatthe Divisiaindex is totally unable to deal with changesin the aggregator 
functionf. It is shown thatthe discrete time Tomqvist-Theil approximation to Divisia hassome 
desirable properties.For more discussion;see Caves, Christensen,and Diewert(1982). 
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A final advantage ofthe CEindex over the Divisia index is that,as an index 

measured in levels, it can handle the introduction ofnew financial assets and changes 

to the characteristics ofthe existing financial assets in the index. The change in the 

Divisia index,however,is based on the changes in the logarithms ofits components. 

Because the logarithm ofzero is minus infinity,the formulafor computing the Divisia 

index implies that the growth rate ofthe Divisia aggregate equals infinity when a new 

asset is introduced.Lately,this has been an importantissue, given the fast pace of 

financial innovation and the introduction ofnew monetary assets. 

Despite the above-mentioned advantages,the CEindex has not gotten the same 

attention as Divisia index. One reason is the more recent presentation ofa complete 

theoretical derivation and analysis ofthe CE index in comparison to Divisia index. 

The CEindex was analyzed in depth in 1995 by Rotemberg,Driscoll, and Poterba, 

while discussion ofthe Divisia monetary index wasinitiated by Barnett morethan a 

decade earlier(see Barnett, 1980). Another reason is the more volatile behavior ofthe 

CE aggregates relative to the Divisia aggregates. The last issue will be discussed 

further in chapter three. 

2.3 Empirical Evidence on Weighted Monetary Aggregates 

In the pasttwo decades, several empirical studies have been conducted to 

investigate the relative performance ofweighted monetary aggregates and simple sum 

Belongia(1996b)considers CE aggregates so volatile and,therefore,he did not examine itin his 
study. 
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aggregatesin terms oftheir information content, money-income causality,and the 

stability in money demand equations. A relevant sample ofthese studies will be 

surveyed here. 

To test money-income causality,the mostcommonly used method is Granger-

causality test(Granger, 1969). This test is equivalent to testing the null hypothesisthat 

Pi=0for all z=7,...,/7 in the following autoregressive process: 

y,=c+̂
p 

J +s, ...(2.17)1 
i=l i=l 

where yt is some measure ofeconomic activity,Mtis a monetary aggregate. 

Bamett,Offenbacher,and Spindt (1984)use U.S. quarterly data forthe period 

1959:1-1982:4to test Granger-causality running from alternative money measuresto 

nominal GNP.Eight lags are used for each variable in the autoregression specification 

in equation(2.17)above.The results are presented in Table 2.1. The null hypothesis 

that money does not Granger-cause GNP is rejected atlower significance levels(p-

values)for the Divisia aggregatesthan for the corresponding simple sum aggregates, 

at all levels ofaggregation. These p-values comparisons favorthe Divisia aggregates. 

Further, using a conventional 0.05 significance level,the majority ofsimple sum 

aggregates tests fail to reject the hypothesisthat simple sum money does not Granger 

cause GNP(SSM2is an exception). Divisia results stand in contrast to this. 

Serletis(1988)testsfor Granger-causality between the growth rates ofmoney, 

growth rate ofreal GNP,and inflation measured by the consumer price index(CPI). 
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Table 2.1 

Granger Causality Tests 
Bamett, Offenhacher,andSpindt(1984)Study 

Monetary aggregate Mto Nominal GNP 

SSMl .074 

DM1 .056 

SSM2 .005 

DM2 .001 

SSM3 .090 

DM3 .021 

SSL .079 

DL .002 

Notes: 1)Table reports p-values at which the null hypothesis ofno Granger 
causality could be rejected. 

2)U.S. quarterly data, 1959:1-1982:4. 

Two arbitrary lag lengths were used in addition to an optimal lag structure determined 

by Akaike's final prediction error(FPE)criterion. The tests are performed with and 

without detrending. Results ofGranger-causality when the lag length is chosen 

according to theFPE criterion and trend free autoregressive process are reported in 

Table 2.2. 

The results reveal that, with the exception ofMl,the Divisia aggregates perform 

better than simple sum aggregates in both money-inflation and money-income 

relationships. The p-values ofthe Divisia aggregates are smaller than their simple sum 

counterparts at aggregation levels higher than Ml. 
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Table 2.2 

Granger Causality Tests 
Serletis(1988)Study 

Growth in M Mto Real GNP growth M to Inflation 

SSMl .017 .000 

DM1 .017 .000 

SSM2 .007 .053 

DM2 .000 .000 

SSM3 .014 .000 

DM3 .006 .000 

SSL .028 .045 

DL .003 .000 

Notes: 1)The entries are p-values at which the null hypothesis ofno Granger 
causality could be rejected. 

2)Divisia aggregates were actually produced bythe FisherIdealIndex. 
3)U.S.quarterly data, 1970:1-1985:1 

Serletis and King(1993)use Canadian quarterly data for the period 1968:1-

1989:3 to examinethe causality between money growth and economic activity 

(nominal GDP growth,real GDP growth,and inflation). Schwarz's(1978)criterion 

was used to choose the optimal lag length. Results are summarized in Table 2.3. 

Based on the criterion ofthe significance levels(p-values),the tests do not prove 

clear dominance ofDivisia aggregates over simple sum aggregates, particularly in 

money-inflation causality. Notethat, outoftwelve possible comparisons ofDivisia 

versus simple sum aggregates(4 aggregation levels x 3 columns),in six cases the 

absence oftest results prevent comparisons across aggregates. 

Thefollowingtwo studies are ofparticular importance. They are the only studies 

found investigating the empirical performance ofCE,Divisia, and simple sum 
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Table 2.3 

Granger Causality Tests 
Serletis&King(1993)Study 

M M to Inflation Mto nominal GDP Mto real GDP 

SSMl .092 .000 .000 

DM1 .085 .000 .000 

SSM2 .010 * 
* 

DM2 .041 .001 .039 

SSM3 .145 .219 .646 

DM3 * .002 * 

SSLL .170 .423 .608 

DLL * .002 * 

Notes: 1)Entries are p-values ofrejecting the null hypothesis ofno GrangercausaUty. 
2)*:indicate aggregates nottested becausefee optimallag lengthfoimd to be zero. 
3)Divisia monetary aggregates were actually produced byfee Fisher IdealIndex. 
4)Canadian quarterly data, 1968:1-1989:3. 

aggregates.The first,by Rotemberg,Driscoll, and Poterba(1995),uses U.S monthly 

datafor the period 1960:01-1989:06to test the causality between money,industrial 

production,unemployment ratefor married men,and prices. Granger-causality tests 

are conducted using the following autoregressive process: 

12 

Alnji/,=a + yt+'Ŷp.Mny,_,+2;^,.AlnM,_,.+s, ...(2.18) 
1=1 1=1 

where represents either the industrial production(IP)orthe price level(P),and Mtis 

a monetary aggregate. Whenthey study the behavior ofthe unemployment rate(U), 

they use its level, notthe first difference because the unemploymentrate is more likely 

to be stationary. Results appear in Table 2.4. 
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Table 2.4 

Granger Causality Tests 
Rotemberg,Driscoll dcPoterba(1995)Study 

M MtoIP MtoU MtoP 

SSMl .205 .019 .241 

DM1 * * * 

SSM2 .003 .005 .394 

DM2 .013 .093 .802 

SSM3 .160 .068 .693 

DM3 .025 .580 .640 

CE .031 .721 .046 

Notes: 1)Entries are p-values ofrejecting the null hypothesis ofno Granger causality. 
2)*:indicatesthe aggregate is not considered. 
3)Laggregates were not tested. 
4)U.S monthly data, 1960:01-1989:06. 

Asthe causality test results indicate,none ofthe monetary aggregation methods 

dominates,in particular the weighted aggregation methods.On the contrary, simple 

sum M2provesto be the leading indicatorto explain the real variables,IP and U, 

while for money-price causality,CE is the best indicator.It is the only aggregate 

found to be significantat conventional levels forMtoP causality. 

Notethatin this study,the CE aggregate does not correspond to any ofthe Ml, 

M2,M3orL aggregates.Rotemberg et al.(1995)usethe following eight monetary 

assets to constructtheir CE aggregate: currency,travelers'checks,demand deposits, 

other checkable deposits,savings accounts at thrift institutions, saving accounts at 

commercial banks, money-market accounts at commercial banks,and money-market 

accounts atthrift institutions. They include these assets in the CE aggregate"because 

they comprise the set ofassets that have been traditionally considered to be monetary 

(i.e.,those that are included in the broadest conventional definition ofmoney,L)and 
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that have a rate ofreturn lessthan that ofthe benchmark rate"(Rotemberg et al., 1995, 

p. 72). The CE aggregate constructed in this study does not parallel any ofthe 

conventional monetary aggregates,which complicates across aggregate comparisons. 

The research here establishes much needed consistency in the evaluation ofCE 

aggregates. This study assesses the empirical performance ofCE and Divisia 

aggregates that correspond to Ml,M2,M3,andL simple sum aggregates. 

Chrystal and MacDonald(1994)investigate the empirical performance ofthe 

weighted monetary aggregates versus simple sum aggregates in terms oftheir 

information contentto explain nominal economic activity. They use data from seven 

countries,including the U.S.^^ The St. LouisEquation was used to compare the 

empirical performance ofthe various monetary aggregates, which is given by: 

Alogjj;,=a+2AAlogM,_,.+'^r.AlogX,_i +£, ...(2.19) 
1=1 i=l 

where is the nominal GDP or GNP,Misa monetary aggregate,andXtis nominal 

government spending. The statistical tests Chrystal and MacDonald use are Akaike 

Information Criteria(AIC),J-test, and JA-test.^"^ Forthe U.S,the first difference ofT-

bill rate wasincluded in the St. Louis equation because it is found to add explanatory 

These countries are: U.S.,U.K,Australia,Germany,Switzerland, Canada,and Japan. Onlyfor the 
U.S.CEaggregates were examined. 
The AICis the difference betweentwo values ofthe likelihoodfunction ofthe estimated model.It 

indicates the direction ofthe informational advantage.The J and JA tests are t-statistics forthe rejection 
ofone modelover the other. 
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power.Data are quarterly for the period 1960:1-1992:4. Table 2.5 summarizesthe 

results ofthese tests using the equation(2.19)specification ofSt. Louis equation.^' 

Only the narrowestlevel ofaggregation do these testsfavor simple sum over 

Divisia aggregates. At all levels ofaggregation broaderthan Ml,these tests favor 

Divisia indices overtheir simple sum counterparts,in particularDM2and DM3.Thus, 

in the pairwise simple sum versus Divisia comparisons,results favor Divisia 

Table 2.5 

UnitedStatesResultsofthe St.LouisEquation 

SSMl vsDM1 SSMl vs CE 

AIC favors SSMl AIC favors CE 

J-test favors SSMl J-test Inconclusive 

JA-test favors SSMl JA-test Indeterminate 

SSM2vsDM2 SSM2 vs CE 

AIC favors DM2 AIC favors SSM2 

J-test favors DM2 J-test Inconclusive 

JA-test favors DM2 JA-test favors SSM2 

SSM3vsDM3 SSM3vs CE 

AIC favors DM3 AIC favors SSM3 

J-test favors DM3 J-test Inconclusive 

JA-test favors DM3 JA-test Inconclusive 

SSLvsDL SSLvs CE 

AIC favors DL AIC favors SSL 

J-test Inconclusive J-test Inconclusive 

JA-test Inconclusive JA-test Inconclusive 

Notes: 1) Inconclusive: both are significant; 2)Indeterminate: neither significant; 3) U.S. quarterly 
data, 1960:1-1992:4. 

Tests are calculatedfor two specifications ofthe model.Thefirst does not include lagged dependent 
variable in the autoregression;and the second includeslagged dependentvariable.Theyfound thatthe 
inclusion orthe exclusion ofthe lagged dependentvariable does notchange the general picture. 
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aggregates at broad levels ofaggregation(broader than Ml).In CE against SS 

comparison,results are less conclusive. The CE isfavored against simple sum only at 

the Ml level and only by the AIC test. In all other cases, simple sum performs as well 

or betterthan the CE aggregates.In other countries,for example,in the U.K,there are 

fewer aggregatesto choosefrom.The only choice using official aggregates is between 

MO(the monetary base)and M4(the main broad monetary aggregate).^® The results 

indicate thatDivisia M4clearly dominates its simple sum equivalent.In Canada, 

Divisia aggregates dominate simple sum at broad levels ofaggregation. Asin the U.S. 

evidence,only simple sum Ml performs marginally better than its Divisia counterpart. 

No CE aggregates have been constructed and tested forthe non-U.S. nations. 

Notethat this study only evaluates the empirical performance ofthe weighted 

monetary aggregates(CE and D)against their simple sum counterparts. It does not 

explicitly evaluate CE againstD aggregates. Chrystal and MacDonald conclude that 

CE aggregates lose"outto the broader simple sum aggregates,however, and also to 

the broader-based Divisia measures(the latter result is implied but notshown)" 

(Chrystal and MacDonald,1994,p. 77). The research here explicitly comparesthe 

empirical performance ofCE versusD and SS aggregates. 

Two points could be concluded from the above surveyed studies. First,the 

evidence on the superiority ofthe empirical performance ofweighted monetary 

aggregates against simple sum aggregates is mixed.However,many ofthese studies 

The Bank ofEngland stopped reporting MlandM3in 1989because it considered the datatoo 
distorted by financialinnovation(Chrystaland MacDonald,1994,p.80). 
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favorthe Divisia aggregates over simple sum,particularly at broad levels of 

aggregation. Second,mostofthese studies do not evaluate the empirical performance 

across different weighted monetary aggregates(i.e.,D and CE).Therefore,a major 

contribution ofthe proposed research is to provide empirical evidence on the 

performance ofdifferent weighted monetary aggregates. This project will evaluatethe 

empirical performance ofthe CE aggregates versus Divisia and simple sum 

aggregates, acrossthe conventional four levels ofaggregation. 

Forthe first time,unrestricted VARand VEC models will be used to accomplish 

this objective. In these models no restrictions are imposed on the endogeneity or 

exogeneity ofany variable. They are perfectly suited for analyzing macroeconomic 

and monetary data where no variable is obviously exogenous or endogenous.Further, 

these models provide a more complete picture ofthe dynamic differences between CE, 

D,and SS monetary aggregates relative to single equation Granger causality tests. 

The next chapter provides further discussion ofthe econometrictechniques used 

to compare the empirical performance ofCE,D,and SS monetary aggregates,as well 

as athorough analysis ofthe data series used in the research. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

ECONOMETRICMETHODSANDDATA ANALYSIS 

A major objective ofthis research is to emijirically investigate the ability of 

different monetary aggregates to explain movements in both nominal and real 

economic activity. This objective will be accomplished by using Vector 

Autoregression(VAR)and Vector Error Correction(VEC)models. These models are 

appropriate for analyzing monetary and macroeconomic data and provide a 

comprehensive picture ofthe dynamic relationships between the variables included in 

the systems. The next section further discusses these models. The set ofmonetary 

aggregatesthat will be examined are currency equivalent(CE),Divisia(D),and 

simple sum(SS),measured atthe conventionalfour levels ofaggregation(Ml through 

L). The previous chapter summarizesthe CE andD aggregation methods.Athorough 

analysis and the construction ofthe CE andD aggregates are provided in Anderson, 

Jones,and Nesmith(1997a, 1997b,and 1997c). As a measure ofeconomic activity, 

researchers typically use real GDP,real GNP or industrial production.'^ The GNP 

deflator,GDP deflator,or consumer price index(CPI)is usually used to measure the 

effect ofmoney on prices.'^ In this research, both real GNP and nominal GNP will be 

"Serletis(1988)uses real GNP;Serletisand King(1993)use real GDP;Rotemberg,Diiscoll,and 
Poterba(1995)use industrial production. 

Serletis(1988)and Serletis and King(1993)use CPIand GDP deflator respectively.Friedman and 
Kuttner(1992)use GNP deflator. 
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employed in measuring the effect ofmoney on economic activity. The GNP deflator 

will be used to measure the effect ofmoney on prices. 

In the empirical literature, an interest rate variable(90-day Treasury bill rate and 

commercial paper rate are examples)is usually included in the VAR analysis. This 

practice has been standard since Sims(1980a)findings.He concluded thatthe ability 

ofmoney to explain output declines sharply when an interest rate variable is included 

in the VAR models.However,preliminary investigation shows,when VAR(or VEC) 

models have been estimated with an interest rate variable(90-day Treasury bill rate), 

the effect ofmoney when measured by CE on output is magnified. This result is not 

surprising, since an interest rate variable is already included in the weighting scheme 

ofCEindex. When money is measured byD index or SSindex,preliminary results 

show thatthe inclusion or exclusion ofthe 90-day Treasury bill rate does not 

essentially change the results. Therefore,interest rate variable will not beincluded in 

the VAR or VEC analysis here. 

Two model specifications will be constructed and estimated. The first 

specification is athree variable(money measured by CE,D,and SS,real GNP,and 

prices)unrestricted VAR(or VEC)models. This model specification allows usto 

separate out real impactsfrom price impacts,which is ofinterestto both 

macroeconomists and policy makers.The second model specification is atwo variable 

(money and nominalGNP)VAR(or VEC)models. Using these models allows 

comparison with existing studies in literature. These studies assess SS versusD. 
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Adding CE results(in same model specification)will fill outthe available set of 

evidence in the literature. A total oftwenty-four models will be estimated:2model 

specifications x 3 aggregation methodsx4levels ofmonetary aggregation. 

All the data series included in this study are seasonally adjusted quarterly data 

from the first quarter 1960to the third quarter of1998,availablefrom the Federal 

ReserveBank ofSt.Louis'web site. 

The next section provides a discussion ofthe econometric techniques used to 

evaluate the relative empirical performance ofthe different monetary aggregation 

schemes. Section 3.2 analyzes the integration properties ofthe data series included in 

this study. The relative levels and growth rates ofthe monetary aggregates constructed 

by CE,D,and SS methods,are compared and analyzed. Also,unit roottests and 

cointegration tests are conducted. The last section discusses the relevance ofsome of 

the VAR models criticisms. 

3.1 Econometric Methods 

This section describes the econometric methods used to evaluate the relative 

empirical performance across CE,D,and SS aggregation methods. Unrestricted 

reduced form VAR or VEC models are used. The rationale behind using these models 

is presented next.In addition,the tools(impulse response functions,IRFs,and forecast 

The St.Louis web site address is www.stls.frb.org/. 
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error variance decomposition,FEVDs)used within the context ofVAR or VEC 

models are described. 

3.1.1 Vector Autoregression and Vector Error Correction Models 

Traditionally, macroeconometric hypothesis tests and forecasts were conducted 

using large-scale macroeconomic models. Usually,a complete set ofstructural 

equations was estimated,one equation at atime. Then all equations were aggregated in 

ordertoform overall macroeconomic models and forecasts. In the processofbuilding 

these models,a set ofad hoc behavioral restrictions are imposed on them.Sims 

(1980b,p.3)considers such multi-equation models and argues that: 

...what"economictheory"tells us aboutthem is mainly that any variable that 

appears on the right-hand side ofone ofthese equations belongs in principle 

onthe right-hand side ofall ofthem.To the extent that models end up with 

very different sets ofvariables on the right-hand side ofthese equations,they 

do so not byinvoking economic theory,but(in the case ofdemand equations) 

byinvoking an intuitive econometrician's version ofpsychological and 

sociologicaltheory,since constraining utility functions are what is involved 

here. Furthermore,unless these sets ofequations are considered as a system 

in the process ofspecification,the behavioral implications ofthe restrictions 

on all equationstaken together may be much less reasonable than on any one 

equation taken by itself. 

Furthermore,Sims(1980b)strongly supportthe use ofunrestricted reduced form 

models.He criticizes the traditional macroeconometric models and states that:(pp. 14-

15) 
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Because existing large models contain too many incredible restrictions, 

empirical research aimed at testing competing macroeconomic theories too 

often proceedsin a single- orfew- equation framework.Forthis reason alone, 

it appears worthwhile to investigate the possibility ofbuilding large models in 

a style which does nottend to accumulate restrictions so haphazardly... It 

should be feasible to estimate large-scale macromodels as unrestricted 

reduced forms,treating all variables as endogenous. 

Therefore,unrestricted reduced form VAR models,which impose no restrictions 

regarding the exogeneity or endogeneity ofany variable will be used.In these models, 

all variables are treated symmetrically. This approach is perfectly suited for analyzing 

macroeconomic and monetary data, where no variable is clearly exogenous or 

endogenous. 

One straight application ofan unrestricted VAR model is for forecasting. A 

VARforecaster does not worry aboutthe economic theory underlying his or her VAR 

model,and more importantly,does not need to make any assumptions aboutthe values 

ofexogenous variables in the forecasting period. This is in contrast with the traditional 

econometric forecasting,where forecasts have to be conditioned upon knowledge of 

exogenous variables. 

In an attemptto makethe interpretation ofpolicy analysis in a VAR model more 

straightforward,it has become common practice to transform the model into one 

having"orthogonal innovations;"that is,to transform the model so thatthe errorterms 

are no longer contemporaneously correlated. An approach common in the applied 

VAR literature is the Choleski decomposition. The idea behind making the errorterms 
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orthogonalto each other is to enable the equation to be used separately for policy 

analysis. In this context, policy analysis refers to the impact ofa known shock or 

"orthogonal innovation" on the system. The next section developsthese ideas in more 

details. One problem with such analysis is that the results may be sensitive to the 

ordering ofthe VAR equations.In practice, it may be possible to decide on the 

ordering ofthe equations following the application ofa series ofcausality tests. 

Using matrix notation,the generalform ofa multivariate vector autoregression 

oforderp,VAR(P)is: 

yt= c+^^t-i+4>2yt-2+—+^pyt-p+et ...(3.1) 

where, 

yt denotes an(nxl)vector containing values ofn variables at date t, 

cis an(nxl)vector ofintercepts, 

,4>p, are(nxn)matrices ofautoregression coefficients, and 

£V~ i.i.dN(0,Q),such that.t2is an(nxn)matrix ofthe variance-covariance ofthe 

VAR residuals. 

The VAR representation in equation(3.1)may be extended to include other 

optional deterministic or exogenous variables. In this specification, no restrictions are 

imposed onthe nature oflagged dynamics ofthe model. Therefore,this representation 

is referred to an unrestricted reduced form. 

In the VAR models,a researcher hasto determine the lag structure ofthe 

autoregressive model,i.e.,/? in equation(3.1). Two methods have been used in the 

literature. The first is to use an arbitrary lag length(usually4or8lags when quarterly 
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data are used;see for example,Friedman and Kuttner, 1992 and Bamett,Offenbacher, 

and Spindt, 1984.When monthly data are employed,12lags are common,as in 

Rotemberg et al., 1995).The alternative method uses specific statistical criteria to 

determine the optimal lag length. Several lag length selection criteria have been 

developed.Two well-known criteria are the Akaike's(1970)information criterion 

(AIC),and the Schwarz's(1978)criterion(SC).Ofthetwo criteria,the SC has 

superior large sample properties and is asymptotically consistent,whereasthe AIC is 

biased toward selecting an over parameterized model. Therefore,SC will be 

employed. The algebraic expression ofthis criterion is: 

SC= TLog\i:\+ NLog(T) ...(3.2) 

where|2"! is the determinant ofthe variance-covariance matrix ofthe residuals,T^is 

total number ofparameters estimated in all equations,and Tis the sample size. 

According to this criterion,the model(here,lag length)with the lowest SC should be 

selected. 

Since the VAR models involve only lagged variables on their right hand side, 

and since these by definition are not correlated with the errorterm,equation by 

equation ordinary least squares(OLS)provide a consistent estimate ofthese models. 

The estimation ofthese models is straightforward ifthe individual time series data are 

stationary. In this case standard VAR models in levels should be estimated. Onthe 

other hand,ifthe data are nonstationary,two possibilities arise. The first, ifthe data 

are nonstationary and there exist no cointegrating vectors between the variables 

included in the model,VAR models should be estimated after differencing the data 
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enough timesto be stationary. The second,VEC models have to be estimated ifthe 

variables are nonstationary and cointegrated. The general form ofVEC model is: 

Ay, =7t^ +^iAy,_i +...+;r^Ay,_^ ...(3.3) 

where, 

no is an(nx1)vector ofintercept terms, 

Ki is(nxn)coefficient matrices, 

;ris a matrix with elements ;^ksuch that one or more ofthe n\^*0,and 

fit is nx1 vectoroferror terms. 

VEC models should be estimated because estimating a standard VAR model 

using only first differences is inappropriate and entails a misspecification error by 

omitting an error-correction representation(Engle and Granger, 1987). Granger's 

representation theorem statesthat for any set ofintegrated variables oforder one 

(1(1)), error correction and cointegration models are equivalent representations(see 

Enders, 1995). Section 3.2 provides a detailed analysis ofthe integration properties of 

the data series included in this study. 

Within the contextofVAR and VEC models,the main method used to analyze 

the dynamic simulations ofthe systems is"innovation accounting". This method is 

described next. 
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3.1.2Innovation Accounting 

One ofthe key questions that can be addressed within VAR(or VEC) 

frameworksis how to trace outthe time path ofvarious shocks(innovations)onthe 

variables contained in the system. This is referred to as innovation accounting. Two 

tools are used to analyze innovation accounting: impulse response functions(IRFs) 

and forecast error variance decompositions(FEVDs).Both ofthem are used in this 

research. 

Impulse Response Functions(IRFs) 

IRFs are one way ofcharacterizing the dynamic behavior ofa simulation model. 

They describe the response ofa variabley,/ at time t, t+1, t+2, etc., to a one-time 

impulse(shock)in another variable y,,attime t with all other variables dated t or 

earlier held constant. These functions are derived by taking the partial derivative ofthe 

moving average representation ofthe VAR or VEC models with respectto the 

shocked variable.IRF is given by: 

fors=0,l,2, (3.4)
ds^, 

where Sjt is the innovation in variabley,?, and5is the horizon. 

These functions can be used directly for tracking dynamic responses ofparticular 

variable to a single unitary shock in another. To calculate the impulse response 

function,the model should be in a state ofequilibrium when a one-period shock to one 

ofthe endogenous variables is introduced(say one standard deviation attime t). The 
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shock is maintained for only one period and hence is an"impulse".A shock to any 

endogenous variable will filter through the model,affecting all other endogenous 

variables.In later periods,it may even have a greater effect on the original 

endogenous variable than it did initially, because offeedback effects through the other 

variables.Plotting theIRFs is a practical wayto represent the behavior ofyu series 

response to the shock in the>';;series. 

Impulse response functions will be employed to trace outthe effects ofone unit 

shock in money on the time paths ofreal GNP,prices and nominal GNP,and to 

comparethe estimated dynamicsto those predicted by the standard macroeconomic 

models.For example,theIRFs can show whether the estimated real and nominal 

responses to money innovations are temporary or permanent. These responses provide 

evidence whether money is neutral or non-neutral,in the short orthe long run.Long 

run neutrality implies azero effect at long horizons. Furthermore,inferences could be 

drawn about the relative strengths ofthe relationship between money(as measured by 

CE,D,and SS atthe four levels ofaggregation)and economic activity(as measured 

by real GNP,prices and nominal GNP). 

ForecastError Variance Decompositions(FEVDs) 

FEVD is another way ofcharacterizing the dynamic behavior ofthe VAR(or 

VEC)models. It breaks down the variance ofthe forecast errorfor each variable into 

componentsthat can be attributed to each ofthe endogenous variables.IfSjt shocks 

explain none ofthe forecast error variance of>^,r series at all forecast horizons,we can 
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say that thej^/jseries is exogenous.In such a circumstance,they^series would evolve 

independently ofthe ejt shocks andy^r series. Atthe other extreme, ejt shocks could 

explain all the forecast error variance in the>',r series at all forecast horizons,so that 

they/f series would be entirely endogenous.In applied research,it is typicalfor a 

variable to explain almost all ofits forecast error variance at short horizons and 

smaller proportions at longer horizons. We would expectthis pattern ifSjt shocks had 

little contemporaneous effect onjif, but acted to affect they,,series with a lag. This 

tool will be used to compare the portion ofthe forecast error variance ofour goal 

variables that is explained by moneyinnovations,for each ofthe different monetary 

aggregates(CE,D,and SS). Ateach level ofaggregation,we can check which ofthe 

aggregates(CE,D,or SS)innovations can better explain the error variance ofour 

economic activity measures. Conclusions can be compared at differentforecast 

horizons. 

These tools enable researchersto empirically evaluate the performance ofthe 

monetary aggregates acrossthe different aggregation methods(CE,D,and SS)in 

terms oftheir ability to affect economic activity. They provide the meansto choose 

which ofthe monetary aggregates or aggregation method could be used as a viable 

policy tool. This is ofparticular importance to both macroeconomists and policy 

makers. 

The next section provides a detailed analysis ofthe integration properties ofthe 

data series included in this study. 
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3.2Integration Properties ofthe Data 

Three areas ofinterest are discussed in this section. The first provides a graphical 

analysis ofthe monetary aggregates series, both in levels and in growth rates. The 

second subsection provides unit roots tests for all data series included in this research. 

The last subsection tests for cointegration between the variables included in each 

model estimated. The pre-estimation assessmentofdata properties is needed for model 

construction. These properties ofdata will dictate whether to use standard VAR 

models or VEC models. 

3.2.1 Analysis ofData 

Relative Levels 

Figures 3.1-3.4 provide graphical representation ofthe measures ofmoney under 

the CE,D,and SS aggregation methods. All the series are quarterly index numbers 

with 1960:1=100.Figure 3.1 plotsthe narrowest monetary aggregates and showsa 

trend similarity ofall aggregates in particularDM1 and SSMl until early 1970s,when 

they began to diverge. The divergence is primarily due to financial innovations of 

early 1970s in the form ofnew financial assets such as interest bearing checkable 

accounts(ATS and NOW accounts). 

At broader levels ofmonetary aggregation,shown in Figures 3.2-3.4,the 

divergence between currency equivalent,Divisia,and simple sum aggregates is more 

extreme. It is evident early in the period and increases over the span ofthe study 
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period. The divergence is more pronounced forthe years since 1978,when the 

financial innovations and market deregulations were well in place. 

Also evident from Figures 3.1-3.4 is the greater volatility ofthe currency 

equivalent aggregates relative to their Divisia and simple sum counterparts overthe 

period ofstudy, particularly for broader levels ofaggregation(higherthan Ml).Much 

ofthe volatility is driven by interest rates changes,since the CE weighting scheme is 

particularly sensitive to interest rate movements.From equation(2.14), which defines 

the currency equivalent index, it is clearly evidentthat any change in the benchmark 

interest rate, Vbt or the i'^ monetary asset interest rate, r,,will changethe CE aggregates, 

even ifno change occurs in the quantities ofthe monetary assets being aggregated. On 

the other hand,Divisia aggregates are less sensitive to interest rate changes because 

the weights on assets are combinations ofasset prices and quantities(i.e., expenditure 

shares). 

Relative Growth Rates 

Figures 3.5 through 3.8 display the quarter-to-quarter growth rates ofthe CE,D, 

and SS monetary aggregates atthefour levels ofmonetary aggregation. The CE 

volatility, suggested in the previous figures(3.1-3.4),is even more evident when 

growth rates are examined.Forthe Ml level. Figure 3.5 and Table 3.1 show thatthe 

growth rate ofCEMl has higher volatility and low correlation withDM1 and SSMl. 

The correlation coefficients between CEMl growth rate and the growth rates ofboth 

DM1 and SSMl are 0.334 and 0.336 respectively(Table 3.1). The standard deviation 
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Table 3.1 

The Correlation Coefficients ofCE,D,andSSMonetaryAggregates 
Quarterly Growth Rates 

MlLevel CEMl DM1 SSMl 

CEMl 1.00 

DM1 0.334 1.00 

SSMl 0.336 0.987 1.00 

M2Level CEM2 DM2 SSM2 

CEM2 1.00 

DM2 0.057 1.00 

SSM2 0.080 0.855 1.00 

M3Level CEM3 DM3 SSM3 

CEM3 1.00 

DM3 0.026 1.00 

SSM3 0.050 0.878 1.00 

LLevel CEL DL SSL 

CEL 1.00 

DL -.045 1.00 

SSL -.045 0.855 1.00 

ofCEMl growth rate is 2.68%,which is twice the standard deviation ofDM1 and 

SSMl growth rates(look at Table 3.2). 

At broader monetary aggregates, as depicted in Figures 3.6-3.8 and Tables 3.1-

3.2,the growth rates ofCE aggregates are more volatile than CEMl and theirD and 

SS equivalents. The CE correlation withD and SS counterparts is even lowerthan that 

found forthe Ml level. For example,atthe M2level ofmonetary aggregation,the 

correlation coefficients between CEM2and bothDM2and SSM2are 0.057 and 0.080 

respectively(Table 3.1). This stands in contrastto the 0.855 correlation betweenDM2 

and SSM2.The standard deviation ofCEM2is 7.42%;it is seven times higher than 
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Table 3.2 

Mean andStandardDeviation ofMonetary Aggregates Growth Rates 
(Allentriesare yo) 

CE Aggregates SS Aggregates D Aggregates 

Mean St.Dev Mean St.Dev Mean St.De 

CEMl 1.60 2.68 - SSM 1.33 1.13 DM1 1.37 1.02 

CEM2 2.13 7.42 SSM 1.72 .87 DM2 1.46 .82 

CEM3 2.18 7.85 SSM 1.91 .94 DM3 1.54 .87 

CEL 1.99 8.07 SSL 1.87 .83 DL 1.52 .78 

DM2and SSM2aggregates(Table 3.2). Similar behavior ofCE aggregates appears at 

M3andL levels ofmonetary aggregation(Figures 3.7-3.8 and Tables 3.1-3.2). 

The high fluctuations ofCE aggregates reflect the high sensitivity ofthese 

aggregatesto interest rate fluctuations.From the weighing scheme ofCE aggregates 

(defined as(fbt-riO/r^f),any change in the benchmark rate and the individual 

monetary asset rates will cause CE aggregate to change. These fluctuations are more 

pronounced at higher levels ofmonetary aggregations. This should not be surprising 

since monetary assets in the broader aggregates are more heterogeneous and differ in 

their liquidity attributes and interest rate yields. This causes these aggregatesto be 

more sensitive to interest rate changesthan the narrow Ml level ofaggregation.In 

Ml,mostofthe monetary assets included are homogeneous and have the same 

liquidity characteristics and do not yield any explicit interest rate. This makesthis 

aggregate less volatile to changes in interest rates. 
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The sensitivity ofthe CE aggregatesto interest rate changes raises some 

questions. It is hard to believe that the liquidity characteristics ofexisting assets 

change by as much as do the ratios(nt- r,t)/rbt. Rather,what happens is that many 

interest rates on monetary assets are keptrelatively stable, whereasthe benchmark 

interest rate is more variable.Ifpeople readjust their portfolio holdings continually in 

response to interest rate changes,the CEformula will still be valid. But,because 

agents do not do so,the effect ofchangesin(nt-ru)/Vbt on actual liquidity, and thus 

the CE measures,is exaggerated. The Divisia aggregates do notshow the same 

volatility as the CE aggregates because the weights on assets in the Divisia aggregates 

are combinations ofasset prices and quantities(i.e., expenditure shares). 

These high fluctuations in CE raise the question ofwhether CE,D and traditional 

aggregates have different stationarity properties. Therefore,the stationarity ofthese 

aggregates is investigated by means ofunit root tests in the next subsection. 

Notefrom the previous figures and tables that Divisia and simple sum aggregates 

show relatively strong correlation. At theMl level,the gro-wth rates ofDM1 and 

SSMl move almost perfectly together, with a correlation coefficient equalto 0.987. 

Both ofthe two aggregates show less variation until the early 1980s when the growth 

rate ofNOW accounts began to accelerate. As noted in Thornton and Yue(1992),the 

nationwide introduction ofNOW accounts in 1981 tends to increase the growth rate 

SSMl relative toDM1 because these accounts have a smaller weight in the Divisia 

aggregation index. Thus,acrossthe relatively homogenousMl asset set, SS andD 

show similar movement and strong correlation, particularly pre-1980. 
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At higher monetary aggregation levels,the differences between the growth rates 

ofDivisia and SS aggregates are wider. All ofthe aggregates show similar growth 

rates until late 1970s. The average growth rates ofSS aggregates are relatively higher 

than the Divisia growth rates. This should be expected since interest yielding assets 

are assigned smaller weights in Divisia index. Table 3.2 reportsthe mean and standard 

deviation ofquarter-to-quarter growth rates ofboth Divisia and SS monetary 

aggregates as well as CE aggregates.Furthermore,as reported in Table 3.1,the 

correlation between the growth rates ofDivisia aggregates and their SS equivalents are 

smaller at aggregation levels above the narrow Ml aggregate. 

Discussion now turnsto the stationarity properties ofthe CE,D and SS 

aggregates. 

3.2.2 Univariate Unit Root Tests 

Two goals necessary to the VAR modeling will be achieved in this subsection. 

The first is the assessment ofthe stationarity properties ofthe CE aggregates 

compared to theD and SS aggregates. The second is to determine the order of 

integration(the number ofunit roots)for the individual time series entering in the 

VAR models. This is the first stage in investigating empirical relationships between 

money,income and prices. 

There have been a variety ofproposed methods for implementing univariate unit 

rootstests(for example.Dickey and Fuller, 1979,Phillips and Perron, 1988,Park and 

Choi, 1988)and each has been used in the applied macroeconomics literature. Since, 
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however,there is now a growing consensus thatthe earliest unit roottest(dueto 

Dickey and Fuller, 1979)has superior small sample properties compared to its 

competitors(see: Campell and Perron, 1991 for a discussion),the Augmented Dickey-

Fuller(ADF)test is used. This test is equivalentto testing whether y=0in the 

following equation: 

AM,=a+}M,_^ +'^J3,AM,_,+s, ...(3.5) 
i=l 

whereMis a monetary aggregate.Following the procedure recommended by Stock 

(1994),the optimal lag length,/?,is chosen through Schwarz's(1978)criterion(SC). 

Table 3.3 reportsthe t-ratio results for the estimated coefficient y in equation 

(3.5)for the(log)levels and the first difference ofthe(log)levels ofeach monetary 

aggregate included in the study. Also reported in the table are tests for the economic 

activity measures(real GNP,nominal GNP,and prices). 

The ADFtest statistics show that all ofthe CE aggregates, as well asD and SS 

aggregates are nonstationary in levels. The null hypothesis ofa unit root can not be 

rejected for any series in(log)levels atthe conventional significance levels(5%or 

10%).The unit root testsfor the first difference ofthe(log)levels are rejected at5% 

significance level(orlower)exceptforDM2and SSL(wherethe significance levels 

are9.2% and 6.8% respectively). Therefore, weconclude that CEaggregates, at the 

four levels ofaggregation,show similar stationarity patterns asD and SS aggregates. 

All ofthe aggregates are integrated oforder one,1(1). 
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Table 3.3 

AugmentedDickeyFuller Testsfor UnitRoots 

Aggregate Log Levels First Difference ofLo]% Levels 

ADF test P-values Lags ADFtest P-values Lags 

CEMl 0.842 0.992 3 -6.196 0.000 2 

CEM2 -0.089 0.950 4 -5.799 0.000 3 

CEM3 -0.272 0.929 4 -6.133 0.000 3 

CEL -0.292 0.927 4 -6.245 0.000 3 

DM1 -0.897 0.789 10 -3.101 0.027 9 

DM2 -1.660 0.452 7 -2.605 0.092 6 

DM3 -1.651 0.456 3 -3.572 0.006 2 

DL -1.624 0.471 3 -3.537 0.007 2 

SSMl -0.792 0.821 10 -3.271 0.016 9 

SSM2 -1.587 0.490 10 -3.419 0.010 3 

SSM3 -1.303 0.628 3 -2.996 0.035 2 

SSL -1.341 0.610 3 -2.734 0.068 2 

NGNP' -2.014 0.280 4 -4.462 0.0002 3 

RGNP^ -0.786 0.823 4 -4.795 0.000 3 

Price -1.656 0.454 5 -1.883 0.340 4 

Notes: 1)NGNP:denotes nominal GNP.2)RGNP:denotes real GNP. 

The unit roottestsfor the economic activity measuresshow that both nominal 

GNP and real GNP are I(1)processes, while the price level, measured by GNP 

deflator,is an I(2)process(inflation is 1(1)). These results are consistent with 

evidence elsewhere in the literature(see for example: King,Plosser, Stock,and 

Watson, 1991,and Nelson and Plosser, 1982). 

The unit roottests presented above are importantforthe VAR modeling. They 

determine whether to use data in levels or in differences. In addition,these tests arethe 

first step for cointegration analysis. Ifthe data series are integrated(asfound in the 

presented results)cointegration tests have to be conducted.The next subsection 
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explains the importance ofcointegration tests to VAR modeling and carries outthese 

tests for the variables included in each VAR system. 

3.2.3 Cointegration Tests 

Since a stochastic trend(unit root)has been confirmed for each ofthe series,the 

question is whetherthere exists some long-run equilibrium relationship between the 

level ofmoney and the level ofincome and prices. That is, whether these variables 

are cointegrated. A set ofindividually integrated series is said to be cointegrated if 

there exists a linear combination ofthe series that is stationary. Such a relationship is 

importantfortwo reasons. The first, which is beyond the scopeofthis research, 

concernsthe potential importance ofthis long-run relationship in the conduct of 

monetary policy, particularly in a multiyear context. The second reason deals with the 

VAR models that are used in this research. A major concern arises when dealing with 

VAR models ifthe variables are integrated(asfound in the previous results)and 

possibly cointegrated. As mentioned previously, estimating a standard VAR model 

using only first differences is inappropriate and entails a misspecification error by 

omitting an error-correction representation(Engle and Granger, 1987). Granger's 

representation theorem states that for any set ofintegrated variables oforder one,1(1), 

error correction and cointegration models are equivalent representations(see Enders, 

1995).The previous section's unit roottests show that all ofthe variables 

See Blanchard(1990)for the state ofart regardingthe relationship between money andincome or 
prices. 
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included in this study are nonstationary and generally 1(1). Therefore,investigation of 

long-run equilibrium relationships is appropriate. Ifthese long run relationships exist 

(that is, ifthe variables in the VAR model are cointegrated)vector error-correction 

(VEC)models should be estimated. These models,besides accounting for 

cointegration,can improve the efficiency ofestimation and forecasting. 

Several methods have been proposed in the literature to estimate cointegration 

vectors(long-run equilibrium relationships).Engle and Yoo(1989)and Gonzalo 

(1989)provide a survey and comparison across methods.Herethe Johansen's(1988) 

maximum likelihood method is used(see also: Johansen, 1991,and Johansen and 

Juselius, 1990). This method is appropriate when using VAR models since the 

foundation ofthe Johansen technique is a reduced form VAR. 

Johansen Cointegration Test 

The Johansen(1988, 1991)cointegration test uses the maximum likelihood 

approach to the estimation ofthe number oflinearly independent cointegrating vectors 

for a vector autoregressive process,ytoforderp.The cointegration test is appropriate 

when the variables entering the VAR model are 1(1). Therefore,the order of 

integration ofany I(2),or higher, variable hasto be reduced to I(1)by differencing 

such variable. Using the information from the unit root tests,only the price level -

which is I(2)- hasto be differenced. Thus,the change in the price level(or inflation, 

since the price level is transformed logarithmically)enters in the VAR models.The 

Johansen test involves i)regressing Ay, on Ay,_,,Ay,_2,...,Ay,_^i,ii)regressing 
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yf_ponthe same regressors, and iii) performing a canonical correlation analysis on the 

residuals ofthese regressions(see,for example,Dickey,Jensen and Thornton, 1991). 

Table 3.4 reportsthe results ofthe cointegration tests for thetwo VAR model 

specifications discussed previously. The first specification includes real GNP,prices, 

and money(measured bythe three aggregation schemes,CE,D,and SS atthe four 

conventional levels ofaggregation). The second specification ofthe VAR models uses 

nominal GNP and the respective money measures. 

Table 3.4 

Maximum Eigenvalue Coinegration TestsBetweenMoney,Income,andPrices' 

Aggreg Cointegration Tests between Money,Real Cointegration Tests between Money, 
ate GNP,and Prices and Nominal GNP 

VARorder Test Statistic #ofC.V VAR order Test Statistic #ofC.V" 

CEMl 4 29.48 0 3 14.84 0 

CEM2 4 31.98' 1 3 19.24' 1 

CEM3 4 30.69' 1 4 22.76" 1 

CEL 4 30.53* 1 4 22.86" 1 

DM1 9 24.96 0 4 23.64" 1 

DM2 4 31.15' 1 4 13.10 0 

DM3 3 30.68' 1 4 14.29 0 

DL 4 30.76' 1 4 14.10 0 

SSMl 9 22.42 0 7 21.33" 1 

SSM2 4 37.19" 1 4 9.29 0 

SSM3 3 32.94' 1 3 10.97 0 

SSL 4 31.05' 1 3 10.16 0 

Notes:a)Sample period: quarterly data, 1960:1-1998:3. 
b)C.V denotes cointegrating vectors. 
**: Significant at1%level. *: Significant at5%level. The critical valuesfor 1%and5% 

significance levels are 35.65 and 29.68 respectivelyfor the modelincluding money,real 
GNP,and prices, and 20.04 and 15.41 for the modelincluding money and nominal GNP. 
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Tests reported are the maximum eigenvalue tests ofthe null hypothesisthatthere 

are r cointegrating vectors,against the alternative thatthere are r+1 cointegrating 

vectors. The test statistics is given by: 

MaxEigenvalue Test=TRr-TRr+j ...(3.6) 

where TRr is the trace value ofthe cointegrating vectors which is defined as: 

ZR, .(3.7) 
I=r+1 

where Tis the number ofobservations, and is the squares ofthe canonical 

correlation ofthe residuals obtained from regressing Ay, on A>7,_,,A37,_2,..., , 

and regressing onthe same regressors. 

The lag structurepofthe VARsystem was determined by minimizing the 

Schwarz's(1978)criterion. The results suggestthat,for all aggregation methods,there 

is clear evidence ofone unique cointegrating vector for all monetary aggregates 

broaderthan Ml when the VAR models include money,real output,and prices(model 

specification one). Asfor the long-run equilibrium relationship between money and 

nominal output(model specification two),all the CE aggregates(except atthe 

narrowest level)are significantly cointegrated Avith nominal output.In contrast,only 

the very narrowD and SS aggregates(DM1 and SSMl)are significantly cointegrated 

with nominal output. 

Based on these results, an error-correction term hasto be included in the VAR 

system where there exists a long-run relationship(cointegration)between the variables 

in that system. That is, VEC models have to be estimated. On the other hand,ifthere 
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is no long-run relationship between the variables included in these models,VAR 

models in the first difference haveto be estimated. This is because all the data series 

included in these models arefound to 1(1). 

The next section provides a discussion ofthe relevance ofsome criticisms ofthe 

VAR models. 

3.3 Criticisms ofVAR Models 

The effectiveness ofVAR models forforecasting is established and leaves little 

room for criticism.Butthe ability to test theories orto-determine the effect variables 

have on one another within the VAR model is subject to much criticism. The critics 

take one oftwoforms. The first form is that VAR models appealtofewer theoretic 

assumptions;they do not allow for exact measurements or differentiation between 

competing theories. The fact that thisform ofcriticism is partially true would not 

under cutthe appropriate use ofVAR models for the research question here. The goal 

is to see whether money,measured by CE,D,and SS,has different effects on the 

economic activity(measured by real and nominal GNP,and prices). It is notto 

distinguish whether monetary policy affects the economy,for example,as monetarists 

or new Keynesians would suggest. VAR models are perfectly suited to purpose here. It 

should be noted, however,that although VAR models can not be used to test explicitly 

any particular theory,the results obtained from these models can often be used to 

supportone oftwo contradictory theories. For example,ifthis research suggests that 
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money lead movements in GNP,then it will indirectly lend supportto monetarism or 

new Keynesian economics over real business cycle theory. 

The second form ofcriticism is based on the fact that VAR results are notrobust. 

For example,parameter estimates and innovation accounting results could change if 

changes are made to the model. Mostofthose who criticize VAR models on the 

groundsthatthey are notrobust use Sims'(1980a)paper as a base. Authors who have 

done this include Runkle(1987), Spencer(1989),and Todd(1990). These authors 

focus on Sims'result that showsthat when an interest rate variable is included in the 

VAR model money explains only4 percent ofthe forecast error variance 

decomposition ofindustrial production at48-month forecast horizon in the postwar 

period. The subsequent studies make some changes in Sims' modeland report 

different results. The biggest difference in findings is that money accounts for a larger 

portion ofthe unanticipated fluctuations in industrial production(from4percentfound 

by Simsto around 20 or30 percent). Some ofthe changes made include adding atrend 

as an exogenous variable, using different datafrequency and changing the specific 

series used to represent other variables(e.g.,replacing producer price index with 

consumer price index to measure inflation). Changes such as these would most likely 

lead to significant effects on the resultsfrom any statistical procedure. Valid 

criticisms, which are specific to VAR models,that can attimes significantly change 

the results,include differenttriangularizations ofthe system to allow for a reordering 

ofthe recursive entrance ofthe contemporaneous errors and changes in the lag length 

ofthe variables. 
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Therefore,it is importantto properly determine the optimallag length ofthe 

VAR models using specific statistical criterion(SC as mentioned earlier is used). Also 

various ordering ofthe model's variables will be considered throughout estimation.If 

reordering a system's variables changesthe implied dynamic behavior,it would 

suggestthat VAR models are not appropriate tools for such analysis. Onthe other 

hand,ifthe estimates are robustthrough different changes,this lends further support to 

the results. 

The next chapter presentsthe empirical findings ofthe study. Several VAR and 

VEC models are estimated to evaluatethe performance ofmonetary aggregates(atthe 

four conventional levels ofaggregation)across CE,D,and SS aggregation methods. 
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CHAPTERFOUR 

EMPIRICAL RESULTS 

This chapter reportsthe empirical findings ofthe performance ofmoney 

measured by currency equivalent(CE),Divisia(D),and simple sum(SS). Attention 

focuses on the ability ofthe respective aggregates to explain variability ofoutput and 

prices within the jframeworks ofVector Autoregression(VAR)and Vector Error 

Correction(VEC)models.Two model specifications are estimated. The first 

specification includes money,real GNP,and prices. This specification allows usto 

disentangle real impact fi-om inflation impacts,which is ofinterest to macro modelers 

and policy makers. The second specification, which matches that in several previous 

studies(see for example Serletis and King, 1993,Friedman and Kuttner, 1992,and 

Bamett,Offenbacher,and Spindt, 1984),allows comparison with existing studies in 

the literature that assess SS versusD. The addition ofCE results(in the same model 

specification)will fill outthe available evidence in the literature. The variables 

included in the second specification are nominal GNP and money.In each 

specification, a total oftwelve models are estimated;3 aggregation methods x4levels 

ofmonetary aggregation.Previous studies do not provide such a comprehensive 

assessment ofweighted monetary aggregates atthe four levels ofaggregation. Results 

here allow for rich comparison across different monetary measures and across the 

spectrum ofaggregation levels. 
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The lag structure ofeach VAR system is determined by Schwarz's(1978) 

criterion(SC),wherethe model with the lowest SC value is selected. Furthermore, 

cointegration tests, which are presented in chapter three, are used to determine 

whether to include an error-correction term in the VAR models.Ifthere exists any 

cointegrating vector between the set ofthe integrated variables(i.e.,I(1)variables) 

included in the VAR system,then an error-correction term hasto be added to the 

system.In other words,a VEC model should be estimated. Estimating a standard VAR 

model using first difference would be inappropriate and entails a misspecification 

error by omitting an error correction representation(see:Engle and Granger, 1987). 

On the other hand,ifno evidence ofcointegration exists, standard VAR models are 

estimated using the first difference ofthe data. Appendix A(Tables A.1 and A2) 

reportsthe variables included in each model specification,the optimal lag structure, 

and the number ofcointegration vectors in each model specification. 

In empirical applications,the main tools that are used in the analysis ofthe 

dynamic simulation ofVAR or VEC models are impulse response functions(IRFs), 

forecast error variance decomposition(FEVDs),and Granger causality tests. This 

study uses the firsttwotools, which provide an effective and convenient meansto 

assessthe dynamic relationships between the variables in the estimated systems.^^ 

This chapter is divided into two sections. The first section presents the empirical 

resultsfrom IRFs andFEVDsforthe first model specification,that is the models that 

IRFs andFEVDstools enable usto directly compare the effect ofthe respective monetary aggregates 
measured bythe different aggregation methods on theeconomic activity. Granger causality tests do not 
allow usto make such comparisons. 
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include money,real GNP,and prices. Section 4.2 presents similar results for the 

second model specification, which includes money and nominal GNP. 

4.1 Model Specification One;Real GNP.Money,and Prices 

In this specification, three variables are included in each VAR or VECsystem; 

money(as measured by CE,D,and SS aggregation methods),real GNP,and prices.^^ 

These models are similar to Sims(1980a),exceptthat no interest rate variable is 

included. FortheD or SS aggregation schemes,including or excluding an interest rate 

variable(90-day Treasury bill rate)in the VAR or VEC system did not change the 

basic dynamic relationships between money and output. As mentioned previously,the 

CE aggregation method already includes an interest rate variable in the construction of 

the aggregates. When an interest rate variable(90-day Treasury bill rate)is included in 

the CE systems,this magnifies the effect ofmoney on output. The ordering ofthe 

variables in each system is the same as that ofSims'(1980a). This ordering is money, 

prices,and real GNP.However,changing the ordering ofthe variables in each system 

did not change the general pattern ofthe results. 

A full characterization ofeach model,using for example impulse response 

functions, would require presenting 108(3^ x 12)individual representations. This 

study focuses on comparing the empirical performance ofdifferent monetary 

aggregatesin predicting variation in output and prices. It does not examinethe 

Prices are measured by the change in the quarterly GNP deflator(inflation rate)since the GNP 
deflator isfound to be I(2). 
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empirical evidence in supportofa certain macroeconomic theory,but rather focuses 

on the respective aggregates' performance. Therefore,the following sections present 

empirical evidence from IRFs and FEVDsthat are directly related to the comparisons 

ofmonetary aggregates as measured by CE,D,and SS aggregation methods. 

4.1.1 Empirical Evidencefrom Impulse Response Functions 

An impulse response function traces the effect ofa one-unit shock to innovations 

in one ofthe variables upon current and future values ofthe endogenous variables. 

TheIRFs presented in this subsection are real GNP and inflation rate responses 

following a positive one standard deviation shock to money,as measured by currency 

equivalent,Divisia, and simple sum aggregation methods atthe four levels of 

monetary aggregation. 

Figures4.1 through 4.4 display theIRFsforthese money,real outputimpacts. 

The real output response to Ml shocks(across all aggregation methods)is markedly 

different from patterns for broader aggregates. This is consistent with evidencefound 

in other studies(see for example Schunk, 1999).Results indicate that a positive shock 

to Ml increases real GNP(one yearfor CEMl;and fortwo yearsfor both DM1 and 

SSMl)before it turns persistently negative for all aggregates. The positive impactof 

DM1 and SSMl is stronger and lasts longerthan CEMl.However,the most notable 

feature in the Ml results is their stark contrastto results for all broader aggregates. 

These findings are consistent with evidence elsewhere ofthe lack ofa reliable link 
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between Ml and real output. Results here add to the body ofevidence indicating that 

Ml does not provide useful information to policy makers. 

At broader levels ofmonetary aggregation,the most noticeable result ofthis 

analysis is the response ofreal outputto a positive impulse in the currency equivalent 

aggregates. Across all levels ofaggregation,the CEimpacts are distinctfrom the other 

aggregation methods.The real output response to CE shocks does not correspond to 

the predictions ofthe standard macroeconomic models,which predict that an increase 

in money leads to an increase in outputin the short run but notin the long run.In 

general,the CE results forIRFs(above)seem unusual. 

TheIRF results indicate that a positive shock to CE initially reduces real output 

followed by more persistent positive impacts,though weaker thanD and SS impacts. 

Consider the response ofreal GNP to a shock in CEM2.An increase in CEM2reduces 

real outputforthe first seven quarters reaching a minimum(at-0.00125)after five 

quarters.Two years later,the impactofmoney on real output is reversed.From the 

eighth quarter onwards,real output increases and reaches a maximum(at around 

0.00253)after eighteen quarters. After eight years,the positive effect ofCEM2shock 

on real GNP persists and there is no evidence ofdecay. Thus,CE results point to non-

neutral monetary impactsin the long run. Similar results ofreal output responses to 

shocks in currency equivalent aggregates emerge atM3and L levels ofmonetary 

aggregation. Shocks toD and SS aggregates,which are discussed flirther below,do 

notindicate the initial negative impact suggested by the CE aggregates. These impacts 

are positive but subsiding in the long run. 
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As noted,the CE results consistently show unusual patterns. However,a close 

look atthe sources ofthe positive shock in the currency equivalent monetary 

aggregates could explain the pattern shown for real GNP responses to these shocks. 

« ^ Y ^ 

From the CE equation(C£,=V—^—^,./),two sources could potentially cause 
^ hi 

currency equivalent aggregatesto increase. The first is an increase in the quantities of 

the monetary assets(w,.,), and the second is an increase in the weights ofthe monetary 

assets included in these aggregates(rbrfut)!nt- For example,the average growth rate 

ofcurrency equivalentM2is 2.13% during the study period, while that forSSM2is 

1.72%.^^ This meansthat0.41% ofthe growth rate in CEM2aggregate comes Jfrom 

the increases in the weights ofthe assets included in this aggregate. These increases in 

the weights and consequently CE aggregates"are largely associated with increases in 

interest rates"(Rotemberg et al., 1995,p.79). 

The above-mentioned sources ofincreases in CE aggregates have offsetting 

effects on real output. An increase in the quantities ofthe monetary assets has a 

positive effect on real output,as is evidentfrom the response ofreal GNP to shocks in 

simple sum aggregates(which are driven purely by asset quantity changes in the 

aggregates).But,astheory and empirical evidence suggest,the response ofreal output 

is negative to increases in interest rates(for an empirical evidence,see: Sims, 1980a, 

and Rotemberg,Driscoll,and Poterba, 1995). 

The average growth rates ofGEMS,SSM3,GEL,and SSL are2.18%,1.91%,1.99%,and 1.87% 
respectively. 
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The real GNP impulse response functions presented in figures 4.1-4.4 suggest 

thatthe effect ofthe interest rate component in the CE monetary aggregates on real 

output may be strongerthan the effect ofassets' quantities componentin these 

aggregatesfor the first two years. Therefore,a positive shock to CE aggregates 

decreases outputforthe first seven quarters before it turns persistently positive 

afterwards. 

For comparison purposes,the samefigures display the impulse response ofreal 

GNPto shocks in Divisia and simple sum monetary aggregates. A positive shock to 

either Divisia or simple sum M2,M3orLdo correspond to the predictions of 

macroeconomics models such that it appears both simple sum and Divisia shocks are 

non-neutral in the short run while they tend to be neutral in the long run. The effects of 

Divisia and simple sum shocks stand in contrastto CE results. Real output results for 

D and SS are more similar to each other than to CE patterns, particularly at M2and 

M3levels ofmonetary aggregation.Both ofthese aggregation methods indicate that a 

monetary stimulus positively affects real output initially and reaches a peak and then 

decay slowly over time. 

Among the weighted monetary aggregation methods,CE and D,it is clearly 

evident that, even though both ofthem are theoretically valid indices,their empirical 

performance is different. A positive shock to any ofthe Divisia aggregates has a 

positive and stronger impact on real GNPthan CE aggregates in the short run. 

Impacts revealed by the Divisia aggregates appearto be neutral in the long run. 

Evidence from CE monetary aggregates indicates more persistent,though weaker. 
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effectthan Divisia monetary aggregates.The same pattern ofresults appears when 

comparing CE aggregatesto their simplesum counterparts.In interpreting results here, 

it is useful to keep in mind the extreme volatility ofthe CE aggregates reported in 

section 3.2 summary statistics. The unusual CE results here in theIRFs should not be 

surprising,given this earlier evidence onCE movements. 

Figures 4.5 through 4.8 presentthe impulse response functions ofthe inflation 

ratefollowing a positive shock to money measured by CE,D,and SS aggregation 

methods. Atthe narrowestlevel ofmonetary aggregation(Ml)all the three aggregates 

indicate similar effects on inflation rate,but again Ml results do not match patterns for 

broader aggregates. Results suggestthat an increase in Ml leadsto a seemingly 

permanentincrease in inflation with an initial sharp response,then some moderation 

overtime. The currency equivalent effect reaches a peak(at 0.0006)after seven 

quarters before it declines to around 0.0002 and persist atthat level, while both Divisia 

and simple sum effects reach a maximum(at 0.0009)after three years. CEMl results 

indicate weaker inflation impactsfrom a monetary shock than doDM1 and SSMl. 

Atbroader levels ofmonetary aggregation,the response ofthe inflation rate to 

shocks in CE,D,and SS aggregates are quite differentthan Ml level. Asfound with 

real output,the CE results are different thanD and SS impacts. Shocksto Divisia and 

simple sum aggregates show an initial negative impactonthe inflation rate. These 

impacts turn positive after 5 quarters,and show some persistent overtime. After8 

years,inflation impacts are still positive after a positive monetary shock. Shocksto CE 
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aggregates indicate thatthe inflation rate initially increases then decreases and 

becomes negative for abouttwo years. After 15 quarters,these impacts settle towards 

zero. 

Consider the response ofinflation to a shock in M2.CEresults indicate that a 

positive monetary shock increases the inflation rate for the first 3 quarters, while a 

positive shock toDM2and SSM2reduces the inflation rate during the same period. 

After five quartersthe effect ofDM2and SSM2shocks are positive and tend to decay 

slowly after reaching a maximum after three years. These impacts appear be stronger 

and last longer thatCEM2impacts. On the other hand,CEM2results indicate thatthe 

impacts onthe inflation rate are fluctuating during the first4 years and then 

converging to zero after that. The CE results suggest weaker monetary impacts on 

inflation compared to theDM2and SSM2evidence. As is evident in Figures 4.7 and 

4.8 similar patterns emerge for broader aggregates and inflation impacts. 

Divisia and SS results suggest consistent inflation responses to a monetary 

stimulus.FortheM2level,DM2shock has a relatively stronger effect on the inflation 

rate and seems to last longer thatthe effect ofSSM2shock,while SSL shock has a 

stronger effect and lasts longer than DL. 

The previous analysis ofimpulse response functions for real GNP and prices 

show thatthe impulse response functionsfor currency equivalent aggregates are quite 

different than their Divisia and simple sum counterparts. Shocksto currency 

equivalent aggregates indicate relatively weak but persistent effects on both real and 
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nominal economic activity. The Divisia and simple sum results show patterns that are 

more consistent with predictions oftheory and empirical evidence elsewhere. 

The next subsection presents further empirical evidence onthe performance of 

CE,D,and SS monetary aggregates. The performance ofthese aggregates is compared 

in terms oftheir relative ability to explain future variations in real and nominal 

economic activity. Thetool used to accomplish this goal is the forecast error variance 

decomposition(FEVD)within the frameworksofVAR and VEC models. 

4.1.2Empirical Evidencefrom ForecastError Variance Decompositions 

FEVD givesthe percentage ofthe forecast error variance ofa variable _v,r that 

could be attributed to each ofthe endogenous variables at different forecasting 

horizons. Thistool will be used to compare the ability ofmoney(defined by CE,D, 

and SS atthe four levels ofmonetary aggregation)to explain the variations in output 

and prices at differentforecasting periods. The results provide evidence on which of 

these aggregation methods(CE,D,or SS)and/or levels ofmonetary aggregation(MI 

through L)can better explain the forecast error variance ofreal output and prices. 

Furthermore,FEVDs will be used to provide evidence on the endogeneity ofmoney 

by presenting the percentage ofmoney variation explained by its own innovations. 

Tables4.1 through 4.4 presentthe forecast error variance decomposition for real 

GNP using money as measured by CE,D,and SS atthefour conventional levels of 

monetary aggregation. Results indicate that CE aggregates are dominated by bothD 

and SS aggregates explanatory power,particularly at levels ofaggregation broader 
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Table 4.1 

ForecastError Variance Decomposition ofRealGNFforMI' 

Forecast Horizon InnovationsBy 
(Qtr) CEMl DM1 SSMl 

2 0.10 3.17 3.05 

4 0.71 4.46 4.83 

6 2.02 2.92 3.52 

8 3.10 2.00 2.44 

10 3.77 1.94 1.94 

12 4.14 2.70 2.05 

14 4.40 3.76 2.49 

16 4.60 5.00 3.13 

18 4.74 6.15 3.77 

20 4.86 6.81 4.10 

22 4.95 7.09 4.19 

24 5.03 7.12 4.13 

a)All entries are percentages. 

Table 4.2 

ForecastError Variance Decomposition ofRealGNPforM2" 

Forecast Horizon InnovationsBy 
(Qtr) CEM2 DM2 SSM2 

2 0.03 7.17 6.88 

4 0.58 21.31 22.13 

6 0.66 30.09 32.07 

8 0.49 34.88 37.11 

10 0.47 37.07 39.34 

12 0.72 37.82 40.02 

14 1.14 37.74 39.84 

16 1.62 37.20 39.23 

18 2.08 36.41 38.40 

20 2.46 35.47 37.47 

22 2.76 34.46 36.49 

24 3.00 33.42 35.50 

a)All entries are percentages. 
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Table 4.3 

ForecastError Variance Decomposition ofRealGNPforMS" 

Forecast Horizon InnovationsBy 
(Qtr) CEM3 DM3 SSM3 

2 0.48 5.25 5.24 

4 0.80 17.28 15.60 

6 0.63 23.82 21.44 

8 0.48 26.83 24.43 

10 0.62 27.92 25.70 

12 1.05 27.96 25.96 

14 1.63 27.43 25.64 

16 2.23 26.59 24.99 

18 2.77 25.58 24.15 

20 3.22 24.50 23.20 

22 3.58 23.40 22.22 

24 3.85 22.3 21.22 

a)All entries are percentages. 

Table 4.4 

ForecastError Variance Decomposition ofRealGNPforL° 

Forecast Horizon InnovationsBy 
(Qtr) CEL DL SSL 

2 1.10 9.18 11.98 

4 1.57 24.08 24.90 

6 1.32 30.94 29.65 

8 0.96 33.39 31.09 

10 0.84 33.97 31.15 

12 1.01 33.57 30.40 

14 1.32 32.62 29.23 

16 1.70 31.38 27.84 

18 2.05 30.00 26.35 

20 2.35 28.58 24.85 

22 2.58 27.15 23.38 

24 2.76 25.77 21.96 

a)All entries are percentages. 
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than Ml.Atthe Ml level ofaggregation,none ofthe aggregates is clearly dominantin 

explaining real GNP variations. Divisia Ml aggregate is marginally betterthan CEMl 

and SSMl at long forecasting horizons.For example,aftertwenty-four quarters,the 

share ofreal GNP variance accounted for byDM1 is7.12% in comparison to 5.03% 

and 4.13% accounted by CEMland SSMl respectively. These results suggestthat Ml 

level is unsuccessful in explaining future output movements,regardless ofaggregation 

method.This is consistent with previous results showing weak performance atthe Ml 

level. 

At broader levels ofmonetary aggregation,the results are quite different. The 

ability ofthe Divisia monetary aggregatesto explain the forecast error variance ofreal 

GNP clearly dominates the CE aggregates at all levels ofaggregation and all 

forecasting horizons.For example,atthe M2level,innovations in money as measured 

by CE explain lessthan3%ofreal outputfuture variations at all forecasting horizons. 

Onthe other hand,DM2explains 30-38% ofreal GNP forecast error variance after six 

quarters. Thesame pattern arises for M3andLlevels ofmonetary aggregation. 

In results here,theFEVDs ofDivisia and simple sum aggregates are very 

similar. AttheM2level,SSM2andDM2results are very similar. After six quarters 

SSM2explains 32-40% ofthe real GNP variations,andDM2explains 32-38%.Atthe 

M3andL levels ofmonetary aggregation,Divisia aggregates are marginally better 

than simple sum aggregates.For example,an innovation inDL explains30-34% ofthe 

forecast error variance ofreal GNP after six quarters,while SSL explains29-32% 

after the same forecasting period. These results differ from results found elsewhere 
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using similar techniques.For example,Schunk(1999)study finds that Divisia 

aggregates always perform betterthan simple sum aggregates in explaining the 

forecast error variance ofreal output. These differences might be attributed to the 

different econometric modeling used in Schunk's study.He uses Structural Vector 

Autoregression(SVAR)models, where a set oftheoretical restrictions are imposed on 

the reduced form VAR,to evaluate the performance ofDivisia aggregates against their 

simple sum counterparts.Further,the set ofvariables used in Schunk's study is 

differentthan those used in this study.He uses a set offive variable models(real 

output,unemployment,prices, wages and money)as opposed to three variable models 

(real output,inflation, and money)used here. 

Tables4.5 through 4.8 present similar results for the quarterly inflation rate.^'^ 

They provide the forecast error variance decomposition ofthe inflation rate attributed 

to innovation in money,as measured by CE,D,and SS aggregation procedures atthe 

four levels ofaggregation. 

At all levels ofmonetary aggregation, it is clearly evidentthat CE aggregates 

explanatory power is lowerthan Divisia and simple sum aggregates in explaining the 

forecast error variance ofthe inflation rate. CEMl is the best aggregate among the CE 

aggregates,but it is still inferior to its Divisia and simple sum counterparts.For 

example,after 10 quarters CEMl explains4.06% ofthe variations in the inflation rate, 

whileDM1 and SSMl explain 9.52% and 10.41% respectively. Atbroader levels of 

monetary aggregation,the ability ofCE aggregates to explain the forecast error 

24 Theinflation rate is considered because the price level isfound I(2)process. 
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Table 4.5 

ForecastError Variance Decomposition oftheInflation RateforMl' 

Forecast Horizon InnovationsBy 
(Qtr) CEMl DM1 SSMl 

2 2.22 .1.40 1.04 

4 2.17 2.98 2.16 

6 4.84 3.95 3.64 

8 4.42 5.31 5.42 

10 4.06 9.52 10.41 

12 3.68 10.31 11.60 

14 3.46 10.68 12.28 

16 3.27 10.83 12.47 

18 3.13 10.51 12.13 

20 3.00 10.12 11.69 

22 2.90 9.70 11.18 

24 2.82 9.23 10.63 

a)All entries are percentages. 

Table 4.6 

ForecastError Variance Decomposition oftheInflation RateforM2° 

Forecast Horizon InnovationsBy 
(Qtr) CEM2 DM2 SSM2 

2 1.64 2.11 2.58 

4 1.63 1.71 2.05 

6 1.11 1.74 1.55 

8 1.07 3.18 2.31 

10 0.99 4.64 3.26 

12 0.90 6.11 4.31 

14 0.79 7.32 5.14 

16 0.70 8.29 5.77 

18 0.62 9.05 6.22 

20 0.58 9.65 6.57 

22 0.54 10.13 6.84 

24 0.51 10.53 7.06 

a)All entries are percentages. 
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Table 4.7 

ForecastError Variance Decomposition oftheInflation RateforM3" 

Forecast Horizon InnovationsBy 

(Qtr) CEM3 DM3 SSM3 

2 0.73 0.91 1.32 

4 0.76 1.12 1.12 

6 0.80 1.89 1.66 

8 0.97 3.27 2.80 

10 1.00 4.50 4.02 

12 0.94 5.57 5.21 

14 0.84 6.46 6.27 

16 0.75 7.20 7.20 

18 0.67 7.81 8.00 

20 0.61 8.31 8.67 

22 0.56 8.73 9.25 

24 0.52 9.08 9.74 

a)All entries are percentages. 

Table 4.8 

ForecastError VarianceDecomposition oftheInflation RateforL' 

Forecast Horizon InnovationsBy 

(Qtr) CEL DL SSL 

2 0.52 1.05 0.17 

4 0.56 0.93 0.25 

6 0.98 1.65 1.75 

8 1.41 3.94 4.52 

10 1.59 5.98 7.21 

12 1.59 7.88 9.85 

14 1.51 9.43 12.18 

16 1.40 10.67 14.21 

18 1.29 11.66 15.92 

20 1.20 12.44 17.35 

22 1.11 13.07 18.54 

24 1.05 13.57 19.52 

a) All entries are percentages. 
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variance ofthe inflation rate deteriorates,even relative to CEMl's weak results, and 

CE results are notably weakerthan Divisia and simple sum counterparts. Considerthe 

M2level ofmonetary aggregation.CEM2explains less than2%ofthe inflation rate 

future variations at forecasting horizons shorter than 10 quarters and less than 1%for 

longer forecasting periods. Onthe other hand,DM2and SSM2explain 10.53% and 

7.06% ofthe inflation rate forecast error variance decomposition after24 quarters. 

Similar results emerge atM3andLlevels ofmonetary aggregation. 

Asforthe performance ofDivisia versus simple sum aggregates, neither 

aggregate clearly dominates at all aggregation levels and all forecasting horizons in 

explaining the variations in the inflation rate.Forthe frequently examined M2 

aggregation level,D aggregate performs slightly betterthan SS for all forecasts 

beyond4 quarters. Atthe broadestlevel ofaggregation(L),simple sum aggregate 

performs betterthan Divisia aggregate. Aftertwo years,4-20% ofthe inflation rate 

variation is attributed to innovation in the SSL aggregate, while theDL aggregate 

explains3-14% ofthe inflation rate variation.^^ 

The empirical evidence presented above suggests thatthe ability ofCE 

aggregatesto explain theFEVD ofreal output and inflation is notably weakerthan 

that ofDivisia and simple sum counterparts. At all levels ofaggregation and all 

forecasting horizons,CE aggregates performance is always dominated byD and SS 

aggregates.The weak explanatory power ofCE aggregates(asshown in FEVD) 

Schunk's(1999)study suggests that simplesum aggregates always perform better than Divisia 
aggregates in explaining theFEVD ofprices particularly at levels ofaggregation broaderthan Ml. 
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suggestthatthey are less useful in applied work as a measure ofmoneythan the 

alternative measures(D and SS).Furthermore,CE aggregates are less useful 

intermediate policy targetsthanD and SS aggregatesto predicting real output and 

prices. 

Another goal that could be accomplished by using FEVDsis to provide 

empirical evidence on the endogeneity ofmoney hypothesis. Ifa high percentage of 

the forecast error variance ofmoney is explained by innovations in other variables 

(real output and inflation rate)in the system at all forecasting horizons,then a strong 

argument could be made to supportthe endogeneity hypothesis. Onthe other hand,if 

shocks in money explain mostthe forecast error variance ofmoney,a strong case 

could be established against the endogeneity hypothesis. 

Tables 4.9through 4.12 give the percentage ofthe forecast error variance of 

money(defined by the different aggregation methods)attributed to its own 

innovations. Results indicate thatfor all the monetary aggregates,regardless ofthe 

aggregation method orthe aggregation level, a high percentage ofthe variability in 

money is explained by money shocks at all forecasting horizons.For all aggregation 

methods and levels, at least89%ofthe movements in money during the firstfour 

quarters are explained by own shocks. That meansthat shocksto other variables in the 

system have only a small impactonthe evolution ofmoney.These results are 

consistent with money being exogenous. 
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Table 4.9 

ForecastError Variance Decomposition ofMl' 

Forecast Horizon InnovationsBy 

(Qtr) CEMl DM1 SSMl 

2 99.37 97.01 96.00 

4 98.54 93.00 89.59 

6 98.15 86.51 80.78 

8 97.23 80.07 73.40 

10 96.70 76.46 69.47 

12 96.35 73.99 66.89 

14 96.13 72.01 64.84 

16 95.96 70.77 63.52 

18 95.83 70.00 62.68 

20 95.72 69.62 62.26 

22 95.63 69.54 62.13 

24 95.56 69.56 62.11 

a)All entries are percentages. 

Table 4.10 

ForecastError Variance Decomposition ofM2° 

Forecast Horizon InnovationsBy 

(Qtr) CEM2 DM2 SSM2 

2 99.41 99.01 98.98 

4 94.28 98.58 98.15 

6 93.86 99.09 98.47 

8 92.92 99.39 98.90 

10 91.51 99.16 98.73 

12 88.07 98.33 97.51 

14 82.63 96.97 95.14 

16 76.35 95.26 91.88 

18 70.22 93.33 88.10 

84.16 

22 60.32 89.31 

64.83 91.3220 

80.29 

24 76.5956.62 87.36 

a)All entries are percentages. 
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Table 4.11 

ForecastError Variance Decomposition ofMi'^ 

Forecast Horizon InnovationsBy 

(Qtr) CEM3 DM3 SSM3 

2 99.23 99.58 99.40 

4 93.05 99.08 98.71 

6 92.06 98.97 98.58 

8 91.21 99.16 98.81 

10 90.77 99.38 99.07 

12 88.87 99.51 99.26 

14 85.01 99.54 99.34 

16 79.92 99.45 99.29 

IS 74.54 99.26 99.13 

20 69.57 98.98 98.87 

22 65.29 98.63 98.52 

24 61.69 98.23 98.12 

a)Allentries are percentages. 

Table 4.12 

ForecastError Variance Decomposition ofL' 

Forecast Horizon InnovationsBy 

(Qtr) CEL DL SSL 

2 99.07 99.61 99.19 

4 91.75 98.59 97.29 

6 89.54 97.85 96.73 

8 87.76 97.44 96.63 

10 87.22 97.14 96.56 

12 85.94 96.78 96.45 

14 83.28 96.34 96.28 

16 79.50 95.82 96.06 

18 95.80 

20 71.14 94.62 

75.26 95.24 

95.51 

22 67.46 93.98 95.20 

24 94.8864.28 93.33 

a) All entries are percentages. 
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Several studies in the literature evaluate the monetary aggregates within atwo 

variable(money and nominal output)model.To allow comparisons with these 

previous studies,the next section presents empirical evidence on the relative 

performance ofthe monetary aggregates(CE,D,and SS)within the context oftwo 

variable VARor VEC models. As before,IRFs and FEVDsevidence is provided. 

4.2 Model Specification Two;Money and NominalGNP 

The VAR or VEC models in this specification include only two variables: 

nominal GNP and money.The models in this specification are similar to those used by 

Serletis and King(1993),Friedman and Kuttner(1992),and Bamett,Offenbacher,and 

Spindt(1984). As mentioned previously,they allows comparison with existing studies 

in the literature, which assess SS versusD.The addition ofCE results(in same model 

specification)will fill outthe available set ofevidence in the literature. Also,these 

models provide further evidence on the relative empirical performance ofthe different 

aggregates. 

As before,money is measured successively by CE,D,and SS aggregation 

methods atthe four levels ofaggregation. Therefore,a total of12two-variable VAR 

or VEC models are estimated(3 monetary aggregation methods x4levels of 

aggregation). Appendix A,Table A.2 provides a detailed description ofthese models. 

Following the same argument provided in the previous section, no interest rate 

variable is included in these models. The ordering ofthe variables in each VAR or 
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VEC model is money and nominal GNP.However,changing the order ofthe variables 

in each model did not change the general pattern ofthe results. 

Thefollowing subsections present empirical evidence on the ability of 

innovations in the respective monetary aggregates to explain changes in nominal GNP. 

This evidence is from impulse response functions and forecast error variance 

decompositions. As before,the performance ofCE,D,and SS aggregates is assessed 

at thefour levels ofmonetary aggregation. 

4.2.1 Empirical Evidencefrom Impulse Response Functions 

Figures4.9through 4.12 display the impulse response functionsfor nominal 

GNP resulting from a positive shock to money,as measured by currency equivalent, 

Divisia, and simple sum aggregation methods. These functions are generated by a 

series oftwo variable VAR or VEC models. 

Across all the aggregation methodsand at all levels ofmonetary aggregation 

except Ml,the responses ofnominal outputto a positive shock in money do accord 

with the predictions ofthe standard macroeconomic models: A positive shock to 

money increases nominal GNP. 

Amongthe weighted monetary aggregates(CE and D),Divisia shocks have a 

stronger and a more persistentimpact on nominal GNP at all levels ofmonetary 

aggregation.For example,atthe M2level,the impact ofaDM2shock on nominal 

outputis nearly double the magnitude ofthe CEM2shock. Consistent with the results 

above,the effects ofa monetary stimulus upon nominal GNP are similar forD and SS 
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aggregates, across all levels ofaggregation.BothD and SS shocksshow notably 

stronger effects than their CE counterparts. All aggregates seem to have a permanent 

effect on nominal output. After eight years, none ofthe impacts shows decay.It is 

worth mentioning that, when use nominal output,CEimpacts do not show the starkly 

contrasting patterns found earlier in the real output,inflation assessment. 

These impulse response function results correspond with thosefound in the first 

models'specification. The response ofnominal GNP to money shocks is expected to 

be a composite ofreal GNP response and prices response to the same shocks. 

Considering the CE results,forthe broader aggregates(aboveMl)in the first models' 

specifications, results indicate.that in the short run real GNP responds negatively to a 

positive CE shock(see Figures 4.1-4.4), while the inflation rate responds positively 

(see Figures 4.5-4.8). Results here showing a positive response ofnominal GNP to CE 

shocks,which indicate thatthe positive inflation response is stronger than the negative 

real GNP response in the shortrun.In the long run both real GNP and inflation 

responses to CEshocks are positive. For simple sum and Divisia aggregates,the 

situation is the opposite. Shortrun inflation impacts were negative after a Divisia or 

simple sum positive shock(Figures 4.5-4.8)while real outputimpacts were positive 

and stronger than the inflation response(Figures 4.1-4.4). As results here indicate the 

net effect on nominal GNP is positive in the short and thelong run. 
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4.2.2 Empirical Evidencefrom ForecastError Variance Decompositions 

Tables4.13through 4.16 reportthe forecast error variance decomposition for 

nominal output at different forecasting horizons. These decompositions are generated 

by a series oftwo variable(money and nominal GNP)vector autoregression and 

vector error correction models. 

Atthe Ml level ofmonetary aggregation,the behavior ofCE,D,and SS 

aggregates is similar and consistently weak.This is consistent with earlier evidence 

showing poor performance atthe Ml level, across all aggregation methods. Shocksto 

CEMl,DM1,and SSMl always explain less than5%ofthe forecast error variance 

decomposition ofnominal GNP.The explanatory powerofall monetary aggregates 

improves at broader levels ofmonetaiy aggregation.Further,the differences in the 

respective aggregates(CE,D,and SS)explanatory powersbecome more evident. All 

the CE aggregates explanatory power is lowerthan that ofD and SS counterparts. For 

example,atthe M2level ofaggregation, it is clearly evidentthatDM2dominates its 

CE counterpart at all forecasting horizons. After three years,DM2explains43%ofthe 

forecast error variance ofnominal GNP while CEM2only explains 11%.As before,D 

and SS results are similar. For example,DM2is marginally betterthan SSM2at short 

forecasting horizons(lessthanlO quarters), and SSM2is marginally betterthanDM2 

at forecasting horizons longer than 10 quarters. 
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Table 4.13 

ForecastError Variance Decomposition ofNominalGNPforMI 

ForecastHorizon, Innovation By 

Qtr CEMl DM1 SSMl 

2 0.13 2.44 1.69 

4 0.31 4.63 3.65 

6 0.78 4.27 2.74 

S 1.13 3.47 2.17 

10 1.36 2.68 1.81 

12 1.52 2.04 1.43 

14 1.63 1.65 1.13 

16 1.70 1.50 0.96 

18 1.76 1.55 0.92 

20 1.81 1.74 1.00 

22 1.85 2.03 1.17 

24 1.88 2.38 1.41 

a)All entries are percentages 

Table 4.14 

ForecastError Variance Decomposition ofNominalGNPforM2° 

Forecast Horizon, Innovation By 

Qtr CEM2 DM2 SSM2 

2 0.17 2.39 1.96 

4 0.15 14.54 12.84 

6 1.23 24.73 23.66 

8 3.80 . 33.03 32.94 

10 7.36 39.05 39.91 

12 11.02 43.39 45.07 

14 14.27 46.59 48.92 

16 16.94 49.01 51.83 

18 19.07 50.88 54.07 

20 20.76 52.36 55.84 

22 22.11 53.54 57.25 

24 23.20 54.51 58.39 

a)All entries are percentages. 
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Table 4.15 

ForecastError Variance Decomposition ofNominalGNPforM3" 

Forecast Horizon, Innovation By 
Qtr CEM3 DM3 SSM3 

2 0.10 2.02 2.17 

4 0.31 12.16 11.70 

6 1.55 20.49 20.40 

8 4.86 27.56 27.78 

10 9.47 33.02 33.73 . 

12 14.30 37.13 38.47 

14 18.51 40.28 42.25 

16 21.82 42.72 • 45.27 

18 24.30 44.64 47.72 

20 26.13 46.18 49.72 

22 27.48 47.43 51.37 

24 28.52 48.46 52.76 

a)All entries are percentages. 

Table 4.16 

ForecastError Variance Decomposition ofNominalGNPforL° 

Forecast Horizon, Innovation By 
Qtr CEL DL SSL 

2 0.18 5.00 9.24 

4 0.17 17.57 19.74 

6 0.92 25.36 27.46 

8 3.05 30.68 33.64 

10 6.08 34.45 38.54 

12 9.31 37.16 42.46 

14 12.19 39.18 45.61 

16 14.50 40.72 48.17 

18 16.24 41.92 50.27 

20 17.53 42.87 52.01 

22 18.49 43.63 53.48 

24 19.21 44.26 54.71 
a) All entries are percentages. 
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Similar pattern ofresults emerges when comparing CE,D,and SS aggregates at 

M3 andL levels ofmonetary aggregation.CE aggregatesforecasting ability is always 

notably weakerthanD and SS aggregates at all forecasting horizons. Onthe other 

hand,the ability ofSS aggregatesto explain variation in nominal GNP is marginally 

betterthan the Divisia aggregates, particularly at long forecasting horizons and atthe 

L level ofmonetary aggregation. 

The general pattern ofresultsfound in this model specification is consistent with 

the evidencefrom the first models'specification based upon real GNP,prices and 

money.The ability ofmoney,measured by CE,to explain variations in nominal GNP 

is always dominated bythe Divisia and simple sum aggregates at all levels of 

monetary aggregation. 

In results here, although both ofthe CE and D aggregation methods are 

theoretically valid,the empirical performance ofthese twotheoretic monetary 

aggregates is notably different. The empirical evidence on the performance ofD and 

CE aggregates conclusively indicates thatCE aggregates explanatory power is weaker 

relative toD aggregates,and weakerthan the atheoretic SS aggregates in predicting 

economic activity(real GNP,nominal GNP,and inflation). The explanatory power 

(usingFEVD)ofthe Divisia aggregates is always higher than that ofCE aggregates in 

explaining real GNP,inflation, and nominal GNP.This holds across all levels of 

monetary aggregation(Ml through L).From these results, it is clearly evidentthat, 

even though CE is theoretic, its empirical performance is poor and notinformative for 

empirical work and monetary policy considerations 
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Furthermore,the CE results suggestsome very unusual patterns. The results 

from ERFs do not accord with thosefor the other aggregates or predictions ofstandard 

theory. The real GNP response to shocks in CE aggregates is notably differentthan 

real GNP patternsfound using theD and SS aggregates.Results here indicate that a 

positive shock to CE aggregates reduces real outputin the short run, while a positive 

shock to bothD and SS aggregates increases real output.In the long run CE shocks 

have a more persistent positive,though weaker,impact on real outputthan the 

seemingly temporary impactofD and SS shocks. 

Comparing the empirical performance ofD and SS aggregates,results here 

indicate thatthe evidence on the superiority ofDivisia monetary aggregates against 

the simple sum aggregates is not conclusive. The resultsfound here suggest thattheir 

empirical performance is similar in most cases. 
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CHAPTERFIVE 

SUMMARYAND CONCLUSIONS 

In the pasttwo decades, monetary aggregation methods have become an 

importantissue in empirical macroeconomics and monetary models.The simple sum 

(SS)monetary aggregation method,which has been used by monetary authorities 

around the world to prepare monetary aggregates, has long been recognized as 

theoretically flawed and inconsistent with economic aggregation theory,and index 

number theory. The problems inherent in this method have become more pronounced 

since the late 1970s.The fast pace offinancial innovation and market deregulation has 

led to the introduction ofa wide range ofmonetary,assets with a mixture of 

transactions and a store ofvalue characteristics. The simple sum method,which 

implicitly assumes that all assets are perfect substitutes, is unable to capturethe 

transactions services(degree ofliquidity)provided by these new assets. The implicit 

assumption ofperfect substitutability is more likely to be violated the more 

heterogeneous are the assets being aggregated.Therefore,simple sum monetary 

aggregates have become less valid as a measure ofthe quantity ofmoney in the 

economy.The outcome wasa breakdown and instability ofthe empirical monetary 

relationships. Simple sum monetary aggregates lost their role as a viable policy tool to 

predict changes in the economic activity. 

As an alternative, weighted monetary aggregation methods have been suggested 

to overcome the problems inherentin the simple sum method. These methods are 
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theoretically consistent with both aggregation theory and index number theory.In the 

weighted aggregation methods,an optimal weight is assigned to each monetary asset 

in the aggregate that could,in principle, capture the transaction services yielded by 

thatindividual asset. These weights dependjointly on the quantities and prices ofthe 

assets included in the aggregate. The resulting weighted monetary aggregates should 

provide a more valid measure ofmonetary services in the economy.Furthermore,they 

should be more closely related to the final spending in the economythan are the 

simple sum aggregates. 

One ofthe earliest weighted monetary aggregation methods was advocated and 

supported by Bamett(1980).In particular, he advocated the use ofthe Divisia(D) 

index to construct weighted monetary aggregates. Since then,several empirical studies 

have been conducted to evaluate the performance ofDivisia aggregates against their 

simple sum counterparts, using different performance criteria. Although aggregation 

theory strongly favors Divisia aggregates overthe simple sum aggregates as a measure 

ofmoney,the empirical evidence obtained in many ofthese studies does notshow 

clear dominance ofDivisia over simple sum aggregates. 

Another weighted aggregation method is the currency-equivalent(CE)index. 

This index was proposed previously by Hutt(1963)and Rotemberg(1991),but has 

not been analyzed in depth until recently by Rotemberg,Driscoll,and Poterba in 1995. 

Rotemberg et al.(1995)provide a complete theoretical derivation and analysis ofthis 

index.Few studies exist that evaluate the empirical performance ofCE aggregates 

relative to simple sum or Divisia aggregates. Further,these studies do not evaluate the 
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CE aggregates atthefour levels ofmonetary aggregation(Ml throughL)that are 

consistent with the standard simple sum aggregation levels. Therefore,a major 

contribution from this study is providing much needed empirical evidence on the 

relative performance ofweighted monetary aggregates, particularly CE aggregates,at 

thefour levels ofmonetary aggregation. 

In this study, multivariate time series techniques are used to empirically evaluate 

the relative performance ofthe different monetary aggregates.In particular, vector 

autoregression(VAR)and vector error correction(VEC)models are employed to 

provide evidence on the empirical differences between currency equivalent,Divisia, 

and simple sum aggregates,in terms oftheir performance as indicators or predictorsof 

economic activity. These modelsimpose no restrictions regarding the exogeneity or 

endogeneity ofany variable. They are perfectly suited for analyzing macroeconomic 

and monetary data where no variable is clearly exogenous or endogenous.Further, 

these models provide a more complete picture ofthe differences between CE,D,and 

SS money relative to single equation tests. Forthe first time,the evaluation is carried 

acrossthe three aggregation methods and atthefour conventional levels ofmonetary 

aggregation. This gives usthe opportunityto compare the strength ofthe relationship 

between the respective aggregates and the economic activity. Such information will be 

valuable both to policy makers and researchers interested in the monetary-macro 

relationships in the economy. 

Two model specifications have been constructed. The first specification is a 

three variable(money,real GNP,and inflation)VAR or VEC model,while the second 
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istwo variable(money and nominal GNP)VAR orVEC model. This specification 

allows comparison with previous studies. In each specification,twelve models have 

been estimated using currency equivalent,Divisia and simple sum aggregation 

methods atfour levels ofmonetary aggregation.Dynamic simulations ofthe systems 

(using impulse response functions,IRFs,and forecast error variance decompositions, 

FEVDs)suggest thatthere are important differences between the performance of 

currency equivalent,Divisia and simple sum monetary aggregatesin empirical 

applications. These differences are particularly larger at levels ofaggregation higher 

than Ml. 

Atthe Ml level ofmonetary aggregation,results here indicate thatthe behavior 

ofCE,D,and SS aggregates is consistently weak.These findings indicate a lack ofa 

reliable link between the Ml measure ofmoney and the economic activity, regardless 

ofthe aggregation method.Results here add to the widely held beliefthat narrow 

measures ofmoney do not provide useful information to policy makers aboutthe role 

ofmoney as a predictor or indicator ofeconomic activity. 

At broader levels ofmonetary aggregation,the empirical differences between 

CE,D,and SS aggregates are more pronounced,in particular between CE andD 

aggregates. Although both ofthe CE andD aggregation methods are theoretically 

consistent,their empirical behavior is clearly different. Evidencefrom IRFs and 

FEVDsindicates thatCE aggregates are notably less informative about changes in 

either real or nominal economic activity, relative toD aggregates. This evidence 

suggests thatCE aggregates are less useful in applied work as a measure ofmoney. 
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and therefore a less useful policy toolthan are Divisia aggregates. Thesame 

conclusion is drawn when comparing CE aggregates against SS counterparts. 

On the other hand,the empirical evidence presented in this study shows a close 

similarity in the behavior ofD and SS aggregatesin predicting real and nominal 

economic activity. Although aggregation theory strongly favors Divisia index overthe 

simplesum index as a measure ofmoney,the empirical evidence presented here does 

notshow consistent superior performance in empirical applications. The results found 

in this study are consistent with other studies' findings:In some casesD aggregates 

perform betterthan SS in predicting the economic activity, in others SS aggregates 

perform better. 

In sum,the empirical evidence obtained here suggests that amongthe 

theoretically valid monetary aggregation indices,CE and D,CEindex is less favorable 

as a measure ofmoney than the Divisia index. Also CE aggregates are less favorable 

than SS aggregates.Based on this evidence a strong case could be madeto supportthe 

use ofDivisia index over CEindex as valid measure ofmoney that performs well in 

applied research. However,the empirical evidence presented in here is not sufficiently 

robustto assert a clear choice ofthe theoretic Divisia aggregation method over the 

atheoretical simple sum method. 
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APPENDIX A 

Table A.1 

ModelSpecification One:RealGNP,Money,andPrices 
QuarterlyData,1960:1-1998:3 

ModelNo. Variables 

(CEMi,DMi,SSMi,INF, 
RGNP)'' 

MlSYS

Optimal 
La&SC" 

TEMS 

Number of 

Co-

integrating 
Equations 

Model 

Estimated 

1 CEMI INF RGNP 4 0 VAR,D'' 

2 DMI INF RGNP 9 0 VAR,D 

3 SSMI INF RGNP 9 0 VAR,D 

M2SYSTEMS 

4 CEM2 INF RGNP 4 1 VEC" 

5 DM2 INF RGNP 4 1 VEC 

6 SSM2 INF RGNP 4 1 VEC 

M3SYSTEMS 

7 CEM3 INF RGNP 4 1 VEC 

8 DM3 INF RGNP 3 1 VEC 

9 SSM3 INF RGNP 3 1 VEC 

LSYSlEMS 

10 GEL INF RGNP 4 1 VEC 

11 DL INF RGNP 4 1 VEC 

12 SSL INF RGNP 4 1 VEC 

Notes:a)CEMii denotes Currency Equivalentaggregatefor i=l,2,3,L.DMi:denotes Divisia aggregate 
for 1=1,2,3,L. SSMi!denotes Simple Sum aggregatefor1=1,2,3,L.RGNP:is Real GNP at 
constant 1992 prices.IMF:isthe Inflation rate as measured bythe GNP deflator, 1992=100. 

b)SC:denotes Schwartz's(1978)Criterion. 
c)VAR,D:is Vector Autoregression estimated in first difference. 
d)VEC:is Vector Error Correction model. 
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Table A.2 

ModelSpecification Two:NominalGNPandMoney 
QuarterlyData, 1960:1-1998:3 

ModelNo. Variables Optimal Number of Model 

(CEMi,DMi,SSMi,GNP)' Lag,SC" Co- Estimated 

integrating 
Equations 

MlSYSTEMS 

1 CEMl GNP 3 0 VAR^D^ 

2 DMI GNP 4 1 VEC" 

3 SSMI GNP 7 1 VEC 

M2SYSTEMS 

4 CEM2 GNP 3 1 VEC 

5 DM2 GNP 4 0 VAR,D 

6 SSM2 GNP 4 0 VAR,D 

M3SYSTEMS 

7 CEM3 GNP 4 1 VEC 

8 DM3 GNP 4 0 VAR,D 

9 SSM3 GNP 3 0 VAR,D 

LSYSTEMS 

10 CEL GNP 4 1 VEC 

11 DL GNP 4 0 VAR,D 

12 SSL GNP 3 0 VAR,D 

Notes:a)CEM;:denotes CurrencyEquivalentaggregate for i=l,2,3,L.DMii denotes Divisia aggregate 
for i=l,2,3,L. SSMii denotes Simple Sum aggregatefori=l,2,3,L.GNP:is nominal GNPat 
current prices. 

b)SC:denotes Schwartz's(1978)Criterion. 
c)VAR,D:is Vector Autoregressioriestimated infirst difference. 
d)VEC:is VectorError Correction model. 
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APPENDIXB 

Table B.l 

ForecastError VarianceDecomposition ofCurrency-EquivalentAggregates 

CEMl Aggregation Level 

Forecast CEMl Inflation Real GNP 

Horizon(Otr) 
2 99.37 0.28 0.35 

4 98.54 1.19 0.27 

6 98.15 0.95 0.90 

8 97.23 0.86 1.90 

10 96.70 0.72 2.57 

12 96.35 0.65 2.99 

CEMlAggregation Level 

CEM2 Inflation Real GNP 

2 99.41 0.58 0.00 

4 94.28 5.59 0.12 

6 93.86 6.03 0.11 

8 92.92 6.91 0.16 

10 91.51 7.12 1.36 

12 88.07 7.27 4.65 

CEM3Aggregation Level 

CEM3 Inflation Real GNP 

2 99.23 0.70 0.06 

4 93.05 6.45 0.48 

6 92.06 6.96 0.98 

8 91.21 7.62 1.16 

10 90.77 7.83 1.39 

12 88.87 8.01 3.11 

GEL Aggregation Level 

GEL Inflation Real GNP 

2 99.07 0.81 0.12 

4 91.75 7.18 1.06 

6 89.54 7.93 2.52 

8 87.76 8.89 3.34 

10 87.22 9.49 3.28 

12 85.94 10.20 3.85 
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TableB.2 

ForecastError Variance Decomposition ofDivisia Aggregates 

DM1Aggregation Level 

Forecast DM1 Inflation Real GNP 

Horizon(Qtr) 
2 97.01 0.33 2.64 

4 93.00 0.82 6.17 

6 86.51 1.90 11.58 

8 80.07 2.74 17.17 

10 76.46 2.98 20.55 

12 73.99 3.01 23.00 

DM2Aggregation Level 

DM2 Inflation Real GNP 

2 99.01 0.54 0.44 . 

4 98.58 1.05 0.35 

6 99.09 0.74 0.16 

8 99.39 0.46 0.14 

10 99.16 0.60 0.23 

12 . 98.33 1.21 0.45 

DM3Aggregation Level 

DM3 Inflation RealGNP 

2 99.58 0.26 0.15 

4 99.08 0.87 0.04 

6 98.97 0.99 0.03 

8 99.16 0.80 0.03 

10 99.38 0.58 0.03 

12 99.51 0.43 0.05 

DL Aggregation Level 

DL Inflation RealGNP 

2 99.61 0.39 0.00 

4 98.59 1.13 0.27 

6 97.85 1.04 1.09 

8 97.44 0.75 1.79 

10 97.14 0.51 2.34 

12 96.78 0.39 2.82 
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Table B.3 

ForecastError Variance Decomposition ofSimple Sum Aggregates 

SSMl Aggregation Level 

Forecast SSMl Inflation Real GNP 

Horizon(Qtr) 
2 96.00 0.62 3.37 

4 89.59 2.20 8.21 

6 80.78 4.54 14.66 

8 73.40 5.90 20.69 

10 69.47 6.57 23.96 

12 66.89 6.80 26.30 

SSM2Aggregation Level 

SSM2 Inflation Real GNP 

2 98.98 0.74 0.28 

4 98.15 1.64 0.20 

6 98.47 1.40 0.13 

8 98.90 0.93 0.16 

10 98.73 1.11 0.16 

12 97.51 2.36 0.12 

SSM3Aggregation Level 

SSM3 Inflation Real GNP 

2 99.40 0.53 0.06 

4 98.71 1.21 0.07 

6 98.58 1.30 0.11 

8 98.81 1.06 0.12 

10 99.07 0.78 0.15 

12 99.26 0.55 0.17 

SSL Aggregation Level 

SSL Inflation Real GNP 

2 99.19 0.64 0.16 

4 97.29 1.28 1.42 

6 96.73 1.02 2.24 

8 96.63 0.76 2.60 

10 96.56 0.52 2.91 

12 96.45 0.36 3.18 
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Table B.4 

ForecastError VarianceDecomposition ofRealGNP Using Currency-Equivalent 
MonetaryAggregates 

CEMl Aggregation Level 

Forecast CEMl Inflation Real GNP 

Horizon(Otr) 
2 0.10 0.97 98.93 

4 0.71 2.51 96.77 

6 2.02 3.07 94.89 

8 3.10 3.29 93.59 

10 3.77 3.41 92.81 

12 4.14 3.49 92.36 

CEM2Aggregation Level 

CEM2 Inflation Real GNP 

2 0.03 0.43 99.53 

4 0.58 1.42 97.99 

6 0.66 1.72 97.61 

8 0.49 2.03 97.47 

10 0.47 2.36 97.15 

12 0.72 2.72 96.55 

CEM3Aggregation Level 

CEM3 Inflation Real GNP 

2 0.48 0.45 99.06 

4 0.80 1.56 97.63 

6 0.63 1.98 97.38 

8 0.48 2.47 97.04 

10 0.62 2.97 96.40 

12 1.05 3.46 95.48 

CEL Aggregation Level 

CEL Inflation Real GNP 

2 1.10 0.44 98.44 

4 1.57 1.53 96.89 

6 1.32 1.90 96.77 

8 0.96 2.29 96.75 

10 0.84 2.66 96.48 

12 1.01 3.03 95.95 
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Table B.5 

ForecastError Variance Decomposition ofRealGNP UsingDivisiaMonetary 
Aggregates 

DM1 Aggregation Level 

Forecast DM1 Inflation Real GNP 

Horizon(Qtr) 
2 3.17 1.14 95.68 

4 4.46 3.75 91.78 

6 2.92 6.35 90.72 

8 2.00 9.02 88.97 

10 1.94 11.35 86.70 

12 2.70 11.80 85.49 

DM2Aggregation Level 

DM2 Inflation Real GNP 

2 7.17 1.02 91.80 

4 21.31 4.49 74.19 

6 30.09 9.09 60.81 

8 34.88 14.05 51.06 

10 37.07 18.62 44.30 

12 37.82 22.78 39.39 

DM3Aggregation Level 

DM3 Inflation Real GNP 

2 5.25 1.96 92.78 

4 17.28 7.90 74.81 

6 23.82 14.87 61.30 

8 26.83 20.92 52.25 

10 27.92 26.16 45.91 

12 27.96 30.79 41.24 

DLAggregation Level 

DL Inflation Real GNP 

2 9.18 1.36 89.45 

4 24.08 6.13 69.79 

6 30.94 11.76 57.29 

8 33.39 17.17 49.43 

10 33.97 22.04 43.97 

12 33.57 26.58 39.84 
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Table B.6 

ForecastError Variance Decomposition ofRealGNP UsingSimpleSum Monetary 
Aggregates 

SSMl Aggregation Level 

Forecast SSMl Inflation Real GNP 

Horizon(Otr) 
2 3.05 1.15 95.78 

4 4.83 3.74 91.42 

6 3.52 6.27 90.19 

8 2.44 8.75 88.81 

10 1.94 10.87 87.18 

12 2.05 11.22 86.72 

SSM2Aggregation Level 

SSM2 Inflation Real GNP 

2 6.88 0.64 92.47 

4 22.13 3.13 74.73 

6 32.07 7.38 60.55 

8 37.11 12.72 50.16 

10 39.34 17.63 43.02 

12 40.02 22.08 37.89 

SSM3Aggregation Level 

SSM3 Inflation Real GNP 

2 5.24 1.83 92.92 

4 15.60 7.99 76.40 

6 21.44 15.46 63.09 

8 24.43 21.86 53.70 

10 25.70 27.32 46.97 

12 25.96 32.03 42.00 

SSL Aggregation Level 

SSL Inflation Real GNP 

2 11.98 1.41 86.60 

4. 24.90 6.70 68.38 

6 29.65 12.80 57.53 

8 31.09 18.89 50.01 

10 31.15 24.54 44.31 

12 30.40 29.71 39.88 
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Table B.7 

ForecastError VarianceDecomposition ofInflation Rate Using Currency-Equivalent 
MonetaryAggregates 

CEMl Aggregation Level 

Forecast CEMl Inflation Real GNP 

Horizon COtr) 
2 2.22 97.66 0.11 

4 2.17 95.38 2.45 

6 4.84 84.08 11.07 

8 4.42 78.53 17.05 

10 4.06 75.07 20.86 

12 3.68 72.81 23.49 

CEM2Aggregation Level 

CEM2 Inflation Real GNP 

2 1.64 98.29 0.06 

4 1.63 96.27 2.09 

6 1.11 88.45 10.43 

8 1.07 83.03 15.89 

10 0.99 78.56 20.43 

12 0.90 75.63 23.46 

CEM3Aggregation Level 

CEM3 Inflation RealGNP 

2 0.73 99.13 .13 

4 0.76 96.91 2.32 

6 0.80 88.22 10.97 

8 0.98 82.40 16.62 

10 1.0 77.67 21.33 

12 0.93 74.62 24.43 

CEL Aggregation Level 

CEL Inflation Real GNP 

2 0.52 99.33 0.14 

4 0.56 97.10 2.33 

6 0.98 88.08 10.93 

8 1.41 81.89 16.69 

10 1.59 76.83 21.58 

12 1.59 73.54 24.86 
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Table B.8 

ForecastError Variance Decomposition ofInflation Rate UsingDivisiaMonetary 
Aggregates 

DM1 Aggregation Level 

Forecast DM1 Inflation Real GNP 

Horizon(Otr) 
2 1.40 98.59 0.00 

4 2.98 95.58 1.43 

6 3.95 86.21 9.83 

8 5.31 72.75 21.94 

10 9.52 60.18 30.29 

12 10.31 51.84 37.84 

DM2Aggregation Level 

DM2 Inflation Real GNP 

2 2.11 97.88 0.00 

4 1.71 97.33 0.94 

6 1.74 92.19 6.07 

8 3.18 88.63 8.18 

10 4.64 85.70 9.65 

12 6.11 83.33 10.55 

DM3Aggregation Level 

DM3 Inflation Real GNP 

2 0.91 99.05 0.04 

4 1.12 97.65 1.21 

6 1.89 96.11 1.99 

8 3.27 94.42 2.31 

10 4.50 93.02 2.47 

12 5.57 91.86 2.56 

DL Aggregation Level 

DL Inflation Real GNP 

2 1.05 98.94 0.00 

4 0.93 98.50 0.57 

6 1.65 94.18 4.16 

8 3.94 90.51 5.54 

10 5.98 87.39 6.62 

12 7.88 84.69 7.42 
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Table B.9 

ForecastError Variance Decomposition ofInflationRate UsingSimpleSum 
MonetaryAggregates 

SSMl Aggregation Level 

Forecast SSMl Inflation RealGNP 

Horizon COtr) 

2 1.04 98.95 0.00 

4 2.16 96.49 1.33 

6 3.64 87.49 8.86 

8 5.42 74.38 20.19 

10 10.41 61.36 28.22 

12 11.60 52.55 35.84 

SSMlAggregation Level 

SSM2 Inflation Real GNP 

2 2.58 97.40 0.01 

4 2.05 96.73 1.21 

6 1.55 91.98 6.46 

8 2.31 89.10 8.58 

10 3.26 86.59 10.14 

12 4.31 84.62 11.06 

SSM3Aggregation Level 

SSM3 Inflation Real GNP 

2 1.32 98.63 0.04 

4 1.12 97.65 1.22 

6 1.66 96.37 1.96 

8 2.80 94.88 2.30 

10 4.02 93.45 2.52 

12 5.21 92.13 2.65 

SSL Aggregation Level 

SSL Inflation RealGNP 

2 0.17 99.82 0.00 

4 0.25 99.30 0.44 

6 1.75 94.59 3.64 

8 4.52 90.58 4.90 

10 7.21 86.85 5.93 

12 9.85 83.58 6.56 
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Table B.10 

ForecastError Variance Decomposition at12-QuarterForecastingHorizon: Three 
Variable Model(Money,Irrflation, andRealGNP) 

(Allentriesarepercentages) 

Panel A:Currency-EquivalentM2('CEM2) 

Innovations in 

Variable 

Explained 
CEM2 Inflation Real GNP 

CEM2 88.07 7.27 4.65 

Inflation 0.90 75.64 23.46 

Real GNP 0.72 2.72 96.56 

Panel B:Divisia M2nDM2~) 

Innovations in 

Variable DM2 Inflation Real GNP 
Explained 

DM2 98.33 1.21 0.45 

Inflation 6.11 83.33 10.56 

Real GNP 37.82 22.78 39.39 

Panel C: Simple Sum M2CSSIVO 

Innovations in 

Variable 
SSM2 Inflation Real GNPExplained 

SSM2 97.50 2.36 0.13 

Inflation 4.31 84.62 11.06 

Real GNP 40.02 22.08 37.89 
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APPENDIXC 

Table C 

DefinitionsandSourcesofData' 
StudyPeriod, 1960:1-1998:3 

Variable Definition Source Frequency 

CEMi,i=l,2,3,L Currency Equivalent FRED Quarterly 
monetary aggregates, 

seasonally adjusted 
DMi,i=l,2,3,L Divisia monetary FRED Quarterly 

aggregates,seasonally 
adjusted 

SSMi,i=l,2,3,L Simple Sum monetary FRED Quarterly 
aggregates,seasonally 

adjusted 
GNP GrossNationalProduct at FRED Quarterly 

current prices, seasonally 
adjusted 

RGNP GrossNational Product at FRED Quarterly 
constant 1992 prices, 
seasonally adjusted 

GNP Deflator" 'Gross National Product FRED Quarterly 
Deflator, 1992=100 

3MTB 3 Month Treasury bill FRED Monthly 

Notes:a)All the data series used in the study were transformed logarithmically. 
b)GNP deflator is used in log first ifference since it isfotmdI(2). 
c)Three monthsTreasmy bill rate is available monthlyfrom theFRED web site. The data 
was converted to quarterly by averaging the monthly datafor each quarter. 
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